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Executive Summary 

Following the duration of the Introduction to Engineering Design course, Team         

Underbuilt and Underpaid (UU) has designed and created technology’s next it-item; The       

Smart Mirror. This mirror is the face of the upcoming generation offering a variety of            

applications straight from the very mirror you get dressed in front of each morning.        

The Smart Mirror was designed to solve the issue of opening countless applications on         

different devices by consolidating pertinent information from multiple applications in        

one convenient location to increase time for morning productivity. 

The design of the Smart Mirror is broken into six subsystems: backend        

programming, frontend programming, electronics, display, safety and frame. The       

backend and frontend programming are integrated to give the user their desired         

commands in an aesthetically pleasing user interface. The electronic subsystem          

ensures the correct amount of power is supplied to the monitor, buttons and audio           

system for proper functionality, while the display subsystem guarantees visible and         

legible information. The entire product is waterproofed while the frame of the Smart         

Mirror is lightweight and exquisitely pleasing to the eye.  

The following report provides an in depth look at the design process used to            

create the Smart Mirror. A complete analysis, beginning with the concept selection to        

the physical design of the product is included. The design selection was chosen with           

the assistance of a mind map. Numerous modeling techniques assisted through the use           

of various modeling techniques. Both parts of programming were created using Atom         

and Eclipse software. Mechanical systems were modeled through CAD drawings and       

Fritzing software assisted in displaying electrical systems. 

The prototype can be deemed successful as it achieved its intended target        

requirements and specifications. The product is fully operational, offering various       

applications such as weather, google calendar, music accounts and traffic to numerous          

users. The Smart Mirror is fully powered and offers stereo quality audio. It is well            

below the weight limit of eighty pounds, while incorporating aesthetically pleasing         

cabinetry. Finally, the monitor portion is legible through the mirror while the         

customer still has a fully functional mirror. 
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1 Introduction 

It is impossible to deny that in the last quarter of the 20 th century, technology has            

grown at an unprecedented rate. With the development of computers and global        

connectivity, humanity has entered the Digital Age. The development of smartphones        

and other technology has changed our way of life forever by making any information          

we could want available to us at all times. While this does simplify daily life to a point,            

the rush to gather all information pertinent to the day can be extremely inefficient. 

The modern working man or woman is all too familiar with the morning rush of             

getting ready for their day. They must shower, get dressed, do their hair, check their              

schedule, get their families ready, and more, all within the span of 15 to 30 minutes               

before heading out the door. Oftentimes, using a cell phone during this routine can be          

a hassle and a waste of precious time. Team UU decided to combat this issue by             

developing an integrated system that would allow the customer to retrieve any and all           

information they would need while still being able to complete their morning routine.         

This integrated system will help create a more efficient and simplified morning          

routine. 
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2 Project Scope and Objectives 

When the team chose to design a smart mirror for a project, several objectives were        

established. These objectives ranged from building solid teamwork to having the      

project work satisfactorily in the chosen environment. These objectives are listed        

below:

● As many customer requirements as feasible should be met at completion

● Create a smart electronic device that will be integrated into a bathroom mirror         

to save people time in the morning 

● Assign group members specific tasks relating to their particular skill sets 

● Improve upon weaknesses in existing designs 

● Keep the team within the established budget of $100 per person or $600 for the           

group 

● Project must be designed so electronic components are kept out of harsh         

environments 

● Device should be of similar dimensions to other bathroom mirrors 

● Device should be aesthetically pleasing 

● User interface will be designed based on customer needs 

The scope of this project was to produce one working prototype as a proof of            

concept of the design. It is understood that the programming portion will not be         

polished due to limited time. The programming is to prove the feasibility of each of the           

customer requirements. Mass production of the device is out of the scope of the         

project. Thorough stress testing of the design will not be pursued because this would          

require the mirror to be used long term in a harsh environment which was simply not              

possible during this proof of concept phase. 
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2.1 Mission Statement 

Objective: To save people time in the morning by integrating several smart devices          

into one.  

Table 2.1.1 : Mission Statement 

Product 

Description 

● An integrated smart device that will give the user 

necessary information in the morning and be 

positioned behind a mirror for further convenience.  

Benefits ● Expediting people’s morning routine

Goals ● Save people time in the morning 

● Have a fully integrated, working device by the project 

deadline using a low cost, quality design in a safe and

understandable manner

● To have the device accessible to a range of different 

users

Primary Market ● Families

Secondary 

Market

● College Students 

● Younger children 

Assumptions ● Electrically powered

● Users are familiar with how to operate modern 

electronics

● User will use this device in place of several smart 

devices or apps while in the bathroom

Stakeholders ● Young, working class families 

● IED Group 

● IED Instructors 
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2.2 Customer Requirements 

A survey comprising 13 questions was distributed through social media websites and         

received over 600 responses. From the survey results, it was determined that the            

majority of people spend a fair amount of time in the bathroom: Over 50% of             

respondents spend more than five minutes in front of the mirror each morning          

preparing themselves and over 85% of respondents claim to share their bathroom with          

at least one other person. Many respondents were also found to use their mobile           

devices in the bathroom, however, often finding it difficult to do so. When people were             

asked about what items are most important to them, it was determined that weather,       

emails, and calendar items are the three most important items to people in morning.            

Additionally, while most respondents did not currently listen to music in the bathroom         

or shower, a large portion, nearly 70%, expressed excitement in the idea of having a             

music system integrated somewhere in the bathroom. This supported the group’s goal        

of wanting to having a fully integrated system to save people time in the morning. 

The target customers for the smart mirror are working class families with or           

without children who are likely to have hectic morning routines. College students were       

also found to be a prominent secondary market. Additionally, customers have         

expressed the need for the system to be able to suit young children which the team will          

incorporate. However, it is likely our primary market is underrepresented here since          

the survey results are likely skewed to a younger age group (and not working class             

users) through a large volume of social network referrals. 

In addition to the multiple choice section, several respondents left additional       

comments at the end of the survey. Several additional considerations were brought up        

in this section, such as waterproofing and being useful for young children, which the          

group originally did not consider but were taken into effect in the customer needs          

table listed below. The corresponding target values were determined through research          

by members of the project group. 
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2.3 Technical Specifications 

Based on the customer feedback and requirements, a table of technical specifications           

was created. These primary technical specifications were based off of customer and          

group preferences.  

Table 2.3.1 : Customer Requirements and Technical Specifications 

Customer Requirement Technical Specification Target Value/Range 

Safe to use Safety 0 Casualties

Display pertinent

information 

Visual display 720-1080p resolution 

Easy to use User age >6 years old

Use by multiple users Number of people 1-6 people 

Play music Audio output 30-90dB 

Rugged Time before deterioration > 8 years  

Wall-mountable Weight < 80 lbs

Operate in the bathroom Temperature range 40 - 120 deg F 

Water resistance Protection marking IP24

Once the most important primary technical specifications were established,

more specific specifications for each subsystem were established. A complete list of

technical specifications and results can be found in Appendix B.
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3 Assessment of relevant existing technologies 

There are a handful of existing or proposed technologies which consolidate 

information and present it to the user in a friendly manner. We summarize these 

products in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1 : A list of competitive products, their patent status, and a brief description. 

Competitive product Patent status Description 

HP mirror Expired

US6560027 

Concept for smart mirror

BMW Connected Mirror None Concept for smart mirror 

Navdy Active

US20160025973 

Display for car

Samsung Family Hub None Refrigerator with

touchscreen 

Amazon Echo/Alexa None Voice command device 

Smart phones Many applicable patents Mobile phone with 

advanced computing 

capabilities 
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3.1 System and method for displaying information on a mirror 

Patent US6560027, filed by Hewlett-Packard, describes a smart mirror which provides        

information to the user on the surface of a mirror (Figure 3.1.1). The patent expired in             

2011. No comprehensive solution based on the ideas in this patent is known to have           

been produced and actually sold. The patent was referenced, however, for some          

extremely niche applications, like displays in some vehicular rearview mirrors. Thus,       

the ideas in the patent are now in the public domain and can be used freely. 

Figure 3.1.1 : A sketch of HP's smart mirror concept from their patent. 
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3.2 BMW Connected Mirror 

The BMW connected mirror (Figure 3.2.1) was a proof of concept presented in 2016 at         

CES, an annual technology trade show. The connected mirror is specifically designed           

for hallways and thus does not have a focus on use in either the bathroom or bedroom.              

Furthermore, the Connected Mirror is not available to the public, nor are there any           

known plans to release it. The connected mirror has a very strong focus on integrating           

with BMW’s electric car, the i3, rather than being a generic solution for the average            

person. 

 

Figure 3.2.1 : The BMW connected mirror
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3.3 Navdy 

Navdy (Figure 3.3.1) is a heads up display that provides a sleek interface for           

smartphones to display notifications, navigations, and other information in the car. It          

is available for preorder for $499 and solves the problem of presenting information to         

a user in the car. This can also be accomplished less eleganty with an inexpensive           

phone stand. Thus, there are already excellent solutions for presenting information in        

the car. 

Figure 3.3.1: A concept image of Navdy

3.4 Samsung Family Hub 

The Samsung Family Hub is a refrigerator which provides users with a tablet-like             

interface on the front display. The cheapest model currently costs about $5600, nearly

double the cost of comparable models without the tablet interface. Thus, a more       

affordable or unconstrained information presentation solution is something that might

reasonably be considered for the kitchen. 
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Figure 3.4.1 : A product image of the Samsung Family Hub refrigerator. 

3.5 Amazon Alexa

Amazon Alexa is a voice command device which can be placed in a room. One asks it           

audibly to perform tasks or obtain information and it does so. Over 91% of survey            

respondents indicated that they prefer tactile device interaction to voice interaction,         

which suggests that similar devices may not be well received by the average consumer. 

 

Figure 3.5.1 : Survey response providing strong evidence that consumers prefer tactile

device interaction to voice interaction

3.6 Smartphones

Smartphones certainly try to solve the problem of consolidating information, although

they do so in a particularly uncoordinated fashion. Over 75% of survey respondents         

were willing to pay for a device which would present a summary of their day for them,

which strongly suggests that smartphones are currently not cutting it when it comes to         

solving this problem. Even though all of the information is available, it requires

jumping through hoops which can be avoided.
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4 Professional and Societal Considerations 

The Smart Mirror is perfect for the new millennial families that cannot live without        

their smartphones. The average person wastes precious time in the morning sifting          

through emails, weather and traffic applications as soon as they wake up.This product          

is designed to make mornings easier for the average families who feel rushed and            

overwhelmed in the mornings. It can serve as a digital parent, reminding a 5 year old          

to brush their teeth in the morning or can show a stressed out college student which             

finals they have approaching while applying makeup. Team UU’s key desire is to          

provide assistance to each family member to speed up and compact their daily         

morning routines without having to bring your phone into the bathroom. This device          

can be placed in family friendly areas such as your bedroom or bathroom offering             

options of individual accounts to ensure privacy of emails and personal information,          

while giving the option of playing your favorite music. 

The Smart Mirror has the ability to be very versatile if brought onto the market.            

It’s homely appearance gives the product the option to be placed in many locations           

including a bathroom or a bedroom.It would not only be suitable for families but could           

also be suitable for a larger market.If expanded into the hotel market, the Smart           

Mirror could be tailored to convenience the guests to alternative options such as          

ordering room service or planning daily excursions directly through the mirror. As          

production expands, application features would also broaden.

There are numerous precautions taken to guarantee the user has the highest         

level of safety while using the mirror. Extensive security measures were taken to         

protect the user’s numerous personal accounts. Password protection is offered for each           

user’s profile while web protection is also installed for your internet accounts. The          

Smart Mirror is entirely waterproof to protect the electronic portions from inevitable          

accidents that may occur. All of the electrical wirings are coated with electrical tape to          

avoid possible shorts. The mechanical components of the mirror have also been        

calculated and tested to certify safe use in a variety of locations.
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5 System Concept Development and Selection

Normally in the design process the first step is establishing a problem, but our team             

brainstormed project ideas as our initial step. Three acceptable projects emerged from          

brainstorming: a transportation robot, a smart mirror, and an integrated cooking aid.          

The transport robot has application to hospitals to transport medications and supplies.          

The smart mirror has value in maximizing productivity and efficiency in the morning          

for the working class. An integrated kitchen aid would minimize preparation time for        

meals and lessen the stress of cooking. To compare these ideas the team discussed the             

pros and cons of each system and created a decision matrix shown below. The matrix           

takes into account several aspects of each project such as feasibility and value added to              

the user.  

 

Figure 5.1 : Project Selection Matrix 

With a project and thus a problem now identified, the team brainstormed once           

again to create alternative solutions to consolidating pertinent information in a

convenient manner. Members benchmarked other existing products and searched       

externally by analyzing survey responses. Different solutions to consolidating

information were organized based off of location in a mind map located in appendix A.  
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Five concepts were created including a smart mirror, an all inclusive app, a         

heads up display for a vehicle, a voice or projection interface in the kitchen, and a              

shower display. Each design was judged relative to the other options. The smart mirror           

proved to be the best option as it outweighed the other concepts in the selection matrix               

and was the most versatile design in terms of meeting customer requirements. 

 

Figure 5.3: Concept Selection Matrix

There are two overarching components to the smart mirror: the graphical user          

interface and the physical enclosure. Immediately there were numerous features like

weather, email, calendar, bluetooth, fingerprint reader, music streaming, automated        

on/off, traffic information, and multiple user pages. After prioritizing the features

based on survey results and time constraint due to program development, weather,         

email, calendar, music streaming, and multiple users were chosen for the final

prototype. A Raspberry Pi is the minimalistic computer which runs the necessary         

python programs. For a physical housing there were three designs considered; a

medicine cabinet, frameless mirror, and mirror with shelves. All the designs utilize a        

computer monitor mounted behind a 2 way mirror so that the mirror maintains its

functionality while still displaying information from the monitor. Initially the smart       

mirror was integrated into a medicine cabinet to be used in a bathroom,as shown in

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Note how only one third of the cabinet is the smart mirror           
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and the rest a fully functional cabinet. The dimensions were chosen to model average           

cabinets on the market.

Figure 5.4 : Early Smart Mirror Design Figure 5.5 : Early Electronic Sketch 

After further design and consideration, the team decided to go with the more           

modern design of a mirror with shelves as it still had the necessary non-programming            

subsystems and was not limited in location to the bathroom. The new design still          

features the six button used to interact with the mirror but also included shelves for           

storage and decoration (Figure 5.6). The detailed dimensions can be found in appendix.  

 

Figure 5.6: A CAD model of the final design

Python code was used to create the user interface and backend programming.           

Eclipse and Atom were used to edit and create the python code while Fritzing was used

to create the wiring diagram. Siemens NX10 was the CAD program used to create the             

digital model and drawings.

In short the final design uses a computer located behind a two-way mirror           

enclosed in an attractive and functional enclosure to show pertinent information to the
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user while the user completes other tasks simultaneously. Now that the main idea was           

laid out, more detailed design could be established by the individual subsystems. 

6 Subsystem Analysis and Design 

6.1 Backend programming

The backend was responsible for interacting with external services and masking them          

with a clean interface for the frontend. More specifically, the backend was responsible          

for handling separation of users, which included maintaining distinct connections to         

external services. It further needed to be able to access the most recent 10 emails from          

GMail, the most pressing 10 tasks from Google Tasks, and all of today's calendar events.            

It further needed to obtain the 5 day weather forecast. Finally, the backend was           

responsible for communicating with Google Play Music and Spotify to obtain playlist          

and song information, as well as handle playing these songs. 

The programming language Python was chosen for the task partly out of        

necessity; it is currently the only language which has up-to-date libraries for         

interacting with Google and Spotify's servers. This significantly reduced the scope of          

the project and allowed the developers to concentrate on building a product rather        

than reverse engineering protocols. Even disregarding this fact, however, Python's       

ability to run on all mainstream operating systems and the fact that both developers          

had used it in the past made it the only logical choice for this project. 

6.1.1 API Documentation

The API, or Application Program Interface, was defined early on in the project to allow

the frontend and backend to be developed independently and simply combined once          

both worked satisfactorily. Table 6.1.1.1 outlines this definition as well as its current

completion status. 

Table 6.1.1.1 : Backend API function summary. 

Function
signature

Status Description Sample output

clearusers() Complete Resets the mirror to default 
state with no users 

listusers() Complete Returns a list of all 
usernames

["Daniel", "Patrick", 
"Chris"]
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getUsers() Complete Returns a list of users 
converted to UserObjects, 
as defined during frontend 
programming 

[UserObject, 
UserObject, 
UserObject]

adduser(name,
password)

Complete Adds a user along with 
their 4 digit pin

canadduser() Complete Whether or not we have 
room to add another user 

True 

validateuser(useri
d, pin) 

Complete Tests whether a user's pin
is valid or not 

True

addspotify(userid, 
username, 
password) 

Complete Adds or replaces a user's 
spotify credentials

addgplay(userid,
username, 
password,
all_access) 

Complete Adds or replaces a user's
google play credentials

removespotify(use
rid) 

Complete Removes a user's spotify 
credentials 

removegplay(user
id)

Complete Removes a user's google
play credentials

listplaylists(userid
) 

Complete Lists all of a user's playlist 
names 

["Classical", 
"Polka", "Beach", 
"Party", "Wedding"] 

listsongs(userid,
playlistname)

Complete Lists all songs in a user's 
playlist

["Livin' la vida
loca", "Hocus
Pocus", "Ruby 
Tuesday"]

currentsong(useri
d) 

Complete The name of the currently 
playing song 

"Hocus Pocus" 

stopall() Complete Stops any currently playing
music 

playsong(userid, 
playlistname, file)

Complete Plays a song and shuffles 
the rest of the playlist after 
it 
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shuffleplaylist(use
rid, playlistname) 

Complete Shuffles a playlist 

pause(userid) Complete Toggles the music pause 
state

next(userid) Complete Jumps to the next song 

addgoogle(userid) Works.
Subpar user
experience.

Requests access to Google 
(Tasks, Calendar, GMail)
for the user. This pops 
open a browser window.

removegoogle(use
rid) 

Complete Removes access to Google 
(Tasks, Calendar, GMail) 
for the user 

gettasks(userid) Tasks are
out of order

Gets a user's most pressing
10 tasks

["Buy milk", "Call 
grandma",
"Upgrade cable"]

getcalendar(useri
d) 

Complete Gets a user's calendar 
events for today

[("IED", 10.0, 11.9),
("Lunch", 12, 1)] 

getemail(userid) Complete Gets a user's newest 10
email summaries

[{"subject": 
"Morning mail",
"snippet": "Lots of
exciting stuff
happening at",
"sender":
" morningmail@rpi.
edu"},
... up to 9 more 
}

setlocation(zip) Complete Sets the zip code for all 
users 

weather() Complete Returns the weather at the
current location 

[{"temp": 54, "hi":
70, "lo": 46, "icon": 
"R"},
... 4-5 more
]

6.1.2 Testing

Testing the backend consisted of running each of the backend functions outlined above         

and verifying that the output matched the expected format given current conditions.           
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For example, in Figure 6.1.2.1, playlists belonging to the user "Chris" are listed and, as         

expected, the output comprises a list of Chris's spotify playlists following the format         

defined in Table 6.1.1.1 for the listplaylists(..) function. 

Figure 6.1.2.1: A screenshot of the backend testing process

The final results of testing the backend are summarized in Table 6.1.1.1. The

major goals set out at the start of the project were met with comparatively          

inconsequential problems left to solve for a final iteration of the project. Future

iterations may update this specification to include more features, such as full email           

content (instead of just a summary) and trending news snippets, so that these features

can ultimately be available to the end user.

6.2 Frontend 

The second subsystem consisted of what is called the “frontend.” This term refers to

the part of programming that the user interacts with and sees each and every time           

they use the device, as opposed to the “backend,” which the user does not see. The

frontend was developed by Christopher Pybus with some help from the backend          

programmer, Daniel Centore.

Frontend design began with graphic design so the programmer could visualize       

what the end result should look like. This part is perhaps the most important part of

the process because it will be what the user sees and interacts with, so it should be              

aesthetically pleasing, simple to navigate, and functional. You can see below the

designs that were created. 
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Figure 6.2.1: The initial design for the

time and date widget. 

Figure 6.2.2: The initial design for the

weather widget.  

 

Figure 6.2.3 : The initial design for the 

calendar widget.

Figure 6.2.4 : The initial design for the email widget. 
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Figure 6.2.5: The initial design for music selection widget.

These designs were inspired by the mobile operating system iOS, by Apple. The

team felt that Apple has created a very pleasing interface, while at the same time being           

very functional, so the team worked to copy that aesthetic. An example of that is the

font that was used. Apple uses a font called San Fransisco Display on iOS, which is the             

same font the team decided to use in the designs. The email widget is also heavily

inspired by Apple. The layout with a bolded sender line, regular subject line, and           

lighter gray body preview is exactly what is used in iOS. The team felt that because

they used such a widespread operating system as inspiration for their own operating         

system, the end product would be very familiar to users.

As the primary interaction with the mirror was decided to be buttons, the front            

end needed an interface to support the buttons. It was decided to project labels above

each button, and as the user moved from screen to screen the labels would change           

appropriately. See Figures 6.2.6-9 for mockups of these designs.

Figure 6.2.6 : Labels at the “Home Screen” asking the user to select an account they 

would like to log into. 
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Figure 6.2.7 : After selecting an account, the user is prompted to put in a passcode.  

Figure 6.2.8 : After opening the user’s account, the labels switch in order to allow the 

user to move into a more in depth menu for each widget, or to log out. 

Figure 6.2.9 : The music widget menu brings up specific action items for music.  

Another goal of the subsystem specifications was to make the mirror have changeable         

settings, which requires a settings menu and user interaction. The designed settings            

menu is shown in Figure 6.2.10. 

 

Figure 6.2.10 : The general settings menu, accessible without logging into an account.  
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Figure 6.2.11 : The user settings menu, which is only accessible after logging into an 

account.  

Both settings menus come with button labels that are appropriate for the menus. For            

example, the labels have “up” and “down” so the user can move within the menu. 

After initial graphic design was completed and the team had an idea of how the           

frontend would function (with respect to the user), the programming began. The         

backend programmer and frontend programmer collaborated closely, and decided to          

write the entire project in the programming language Python. Both programmers had        

a good understanding of it, and it ran on all mainstream operating systems, meaning        

they could have had any type of modern computer powering the project behind the          

mirror. 

Objects were created for each widget and functional group. This allowed each      

widget to be entirely self contained, which kept the overall frontend code very       

organized. For example, the Buttons widget had methods in it that that could change         

which labels were shown. In any other part of the code, all that was needed was one            

line of code that would reference that code in the buttons widget to change the labels.  

The frontend code ended up working as intended, allowing the user to see the           

time, date, weather, email, calendar, and music. While many other features were         

planned, the team did not have enough time to accomplish these tasks. However, if           

given funding and a dedicated team of developers, the team is confident they would be           

able to produce a fully functional, market-ready product given the success of this proof      

of concept.  
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6.3 Waterproofing of Mirror and Monitor Housing

This subsystem consisted of waterproofing and fog-proofing the mirror. The material           

used to provide a protective coating had to be able to be durable in extremely humid           

environments. The team also decided the solution should be able to repel fog and         

water for at least 30 minutes based off of the fact that over 90% of users spend less               

than 15 minutes showering. The solution utilized also had to be relatively        

inconspicuous once applied and that would not damage the coating of the mirror.  

After significant research, the two most promising and cost-effective water      

repellent solutions were found to be a mixture of boiling water and vinegar or anti-fog            

solution produced by Rain-X® that utilized a main ingredient as isopropyl alcohol. The         

boiling water-vinegar solution provided a sleek look, however repelled almost no fog          

as research results indicated it should. Due to this anomaly the Rain‑X® Interior Glass         

Anti-Fog solution was ultimately chosen over the boiling water-vinegar solution        

because it proved to repel much more water and fog, even though it was found to have               

slightly more streaking immediately after application. A comparison between each       

solution after 30 minutes is represented in figures 6.3.1a and 6.3.1b below. 

Figure 6.3.1a : Rain-X Anti Fog Solution after 30 minutes provides a clear mirror 

image in the test area 
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Figure 6.3.1b: Boiling water/vinegar solution shows little effect in keeping

mirror clean after only 10 minutes 

To leave the cleanest look, the solution was applied to the mirror using a cloth           

hand towel. By using a simple paper towel in application, it was found that several

dust particles remained and caused interference with the solution properly bonding to          

the mirror. The solution was also applied to the mirror several hours in advance of the

first shower use in order for it to set and properly repel the greatest amount of             

moisture.

Additionally, the monitor housing had to be sealed off from water. This was         

needed in order to protect all the critical electrical components such as the Raspberry

Pi. To determine an acceptable quantity of water to keep out of the housing, the team             

used the Ingress Protection Marking. This is a rate of protection against intrusion by

foreign items such as water and dust. Based on the ranking of protection, Team UU          

decided it would be best to establish an IP factor of 24. This indicates the solid particle

protection would be resistant to fingers and that the liquid protection would be        

resistant to at least splashing water at moderate quantities.

The first challenge of waterproofing the housing was determining the best way         

to prevent water from penetrating into the wood and causing warping or other

damage. The first step of this process is calculating the moisture content of the wood: 

               <6.3.1>oisture ContentM =   Dry Weight
Wet Weight−Dry Weight 100%  .47%×   = 0   
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For simplicity, a miniature version of the housing enclosure was used for testing            

in the bathroom, viewed in image 6.3.2.  

 

Figure 6.3.2 : Miniature version of monitor housing 

For our purposes, calculations were made to determine the moisture content        

after staining the wood with a waterproof finish, made by Minwax. This testing would            

also allow us to determine if the stain chosen was durable enough or if a different stain              

would have to be chosen. This was done by weighing the box before placing it in the             

humid shower environment and then reweighing it after being in the humid shower        

environment for 30 minutes and assuming the new weight was from moisture that had           

accumulated on the top of the stain.  

The next step was to calculate the time constant using the following equation:  

     <6.3.2>.58 days  τ = L n

a+bp  (T)sat
= (0.625 in) 1.52

0.0575+(0.00142)(55.83mmHg) = 3  

where a, b, and n are constants pertaining to red oak wood, L is the shortest dimension

of the wood board, and P sat is the saturation pressure of water at 94°F (bathroom       

testing temperature).

The drying time for wood, had it been unsealed, was then calculated by: 

          <6.3.3> ln ( ) − .58) ln ( ) .1 days .4 hrst =   − τ M−M  e
M   −M  0 e

= ( 3 0−17%
0.47%−17% = 0 = 2  
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Should the wood have not been treated, it would have taken nearly 2.5 hours for the               

wood to dry completely back to its equilibrium moisture content. As this wetting and       

drying process continued, the tendency to warp would drastically increase. However,          

once the sealed box was removed from the shower and dried thoroughly with a cloth             

towel, it was found to have the exact same weight as before the 30 minute test,            

confirming the durability of the stain to repel all water particles. 

The last item that needed to be considered when waterproofing the housing was       

sealing the gap between the wood and mirror, and the wood joints. The sealant was              

chosen to be GE silicone caulk rather than an epoxy for a variety of reasons and are             

broken down in the materials selection matrix below, Table 6.3.2. The caulk proved to          

have a much better longevity as well as resistance to humidity and water. It was also             

able to be easily formed to fit in along the edges and corners of the housing. 

Table 6.3.2 : Material Selection Matrix for Mirror Sealant 

Selection Criteria Epoxy Silicone Caulk

Strength 1 1

Workability 0 1

Water resistance 0 1

Longevity 0 1

Drying time 1 -1

Cost  -1 1

Net Score 1 3

Continue? No Yes

Furthermore, the humidity before and after the 30 minute test was conducted for           

many consecutive days to confirm the housing did not have an humidity increase and         

that the silicone held a tight bond and showed no signs of degradation. This test was           
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conducted by having a humidity monitor inside and outside the test box. Results are           

displayed in Table 6.3.3. 

Table 6.3.3 : Air & Housing Humidity Levels before and after test 

Starting Humidity Ending Humidity 

Ambient Air 28% 88%

Housing Interior 30% 31% 

However, due to infeasibility of completely submerging the mirror housing or          

the test box into a water bath, the team listed the IP factor as 22 which means the             

housing is only been tested under dripping water. From the materials selected and the           

calculations computed above, we can be assured that the wood will not absorb water          

and the housing will be completely free of any moisture or liquid water under average           

showering conditions 

6.4 Electronics

6.4.1 Audio

The audio technical specifications were straightforward, produce a sound pressure

level of 80dB at 3 ft. The additional specification included 80dB at about 18ft         

(5.5meters). A basic sound system consists of an audio input, an amplifier, and

speakers. The Raspberry Pi included a ⅛ in. female aux audio output, which is a            

common output so accommodating for that was streamline. Connecting the output of

the Pi to the input of the amplifier entailed using a standard ⅛ in. auxiliary cord. 

To calculate the necessary power amplification the equations,

dB W =L req -L sens +20*log(D 2 /D ref ) and W=10 (dBW/10) were used for relating speaker        

sensitivity, listening distance and desired SPL. Using this equation to find the power

required for 80dB at 5.5m, dB W = 4.807 and W=3.025Watts.  

The only design aspect that the speakers need to meet is to handle the output of

the amplifier. To improve performance and responsiveness of the sound produced an         

enclosure must be considered. The enclosure though will not affect the SPL produced
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by the speakers and therefore specifications were emitted from the design. Although           

speaker location was taken into consideration. Originally the speakers were to be         

located inside of the housing behind the mirror, but that produced too muffled of a            

sound after a quick mockup and test of the sound system. The alternative is to mount           

the speakers externally. The wired internal system and then external system are         

shown in Figure 6.4.1.1 

 

Figure 6.4.1.1 : Internal and External Speakers 

To test the audio system a decibel meter is used to measure the SPL or loudness of the            

output of the speakers at the desired distances. To ensure the audio system is            

connected to the Pi, the music will be sourced from the Pi directly. Figure 6.4.1.2 shows            

the final system integrated with the whole system.  
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Figure 6.4.1.2 : Integrated Audio System 

6.4.2 Wiring 

Pushbuttons with integrated LED lights were used to communicate with the Raspberry         

Pi. The buttons must be connected to a common ground and the corresponding input          

on the Pi while also being powered from a separate source. The Pi does not supply           

sufficient current, only 50mA at 5V, to illuminate the LEDs, which require 6V at 1A. A              

wiring schematic is used to ensure all of the individual electronic components are          

connected and in proper communication with each other (Figure 6.4.2.1)

 

Figure 6.4.2.1: Wiring Schematic
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To power the entire system 120V is required as to fit a normal household socket.           

Several converters are necessary to supply the Pi with 5.5V DC, the amplifier with 9V             

DC, and the LEDs with 6V DC. To accomplish this without wiring directly to 120V AC,            

which is extremely dangerous, plug-in power supplies are used to convert the AC          

current to DC to power the individual components. Once the current was converted the             

voltage and distance were low enough, under 12V and under 1m respectively, for wire          

thickness to be ignored for current induced heating, assuming standard gauge wire         

(awg 24-20). 

To test the wiring system all the the components must power on. Furthermore       

the buttons must properly communicate with the Pi. A test Python program (Figure            

6.4.2.2) was used to test the system and show that a button was pressed and an input             

was received by the Pi. The wiring was integrated seamlessly with the whole system         

and performed as desired. 

  

Figure 6.4.2.2 : Python Button Test   
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6.5 Display

The display subsystem consisted of mounting the monitor inside of the cabinet as well 

as choosing the correct two-way mirror for the product. 

6.5.1 Monitor Mounting Bracket

For the mounting portion, two brackets were constructed to properly hold the monitor

in place. The material needed for the brackets must be lightweight yet sturdy enough          

to hold the weight of the monitor. After careful research thin sheet metal was chosen

over commonly bought plastic material for its durability and lightweight nature. Also,      

the sheet metal can hold over 10 pounds, which is the weight of the mirror.

The standardized steel sheet metal need to be cut and fabricated to achieve the           

15x1.5 inch brackets designed. Two brackets were fabricated in comparison to a single

bracket for many reasons. The primary reason for two brackets was there needed to be               

enough space for the electrical components to fit in the cabinetry with the monitor

frame and brackets. Another explanation for creating two brackets was to ensure       

sturdiness of the monitor in the event of the product being moved, tipped over or

dropped. Each bracket was then bent on both sides to fulfill the 15.5 in length of the            

frame and has 2.25 inch flaps on each side to securely hold 3 screws. Two holes were

cut into each bracket with a 0.5 in diameter to hold the screws that would connect the         

brackets to the monitor. Drawings of the brackets for the monitor is displayed below in

Figure 6.5.1.1. 
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Figure 6.5.1.1 : CAD drawing of the brackets

The monitor chosen for this product was a previously owned 15 inch Dell High        

Definition Computer Monitor. This monitor was perfect for the smart mirror because it       

met all three of the specifications for a monitor. It was a high definition monitor,          

proving to be legible once behind the chosen glass mirror, had a USB port, which is           

necessary to connect to the Raspberry Pi, and was the perfect size to fit inside of the              

cabinetry. A major challenge that occurred between the monitor and brackets was the           

bottom bracket which, when screwed to the bottom portion of the monitor, would not            

fit in place while the button rack, Raspberry Pi and connection wires were put in their         

designated positions.  

To fix this problem, all new holes had to be realigned and drilled in both the              

brackets and in the monitor. Using a single bracket at the top of the monitor, and             

adding spacers to the sides of the bottom portion was considered but did not provide          

the level of stability needed for the prototype. An image showing the brackets being           

testing on the monitor mounted in the cabinetry is shown below in Figure 6.5.1.2. 

Figure 6.5.1.2 : A picture of a bracket stress test wherein Shaina held the bracket 

and allowed the mirror to hang freely from it.

The brackets of the Smart Mirror must be able to support the weight of the

monitor. Transporting the mirror or interactions with the product while mounted       

could cause additional stress to the brackets. Each bracket has a thickness of 0.7 inches
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and weighs 1.7 pounds, making the total weight 3.4 pounds. The brackets are placed          

2.1 inches away from each other. These lightweight brackets reduce the total weight of            

the entire mirror which was successfully held under 80 pounds. The brackets have an         

actual length of 20 inches but were bent for the insertion of screws. They were          

fabricated to the measurements of 15.5 x 1.5 inches with 2.25 x 1.5 inch flaps.

The sheet of standardized steel metal used has a gauge of 14. This was         

confirmed by checking the Sheet Metal thickness chart.The stress allowed by the      

brackets can be calculated by the formula 

/Aσ = F  

The force on the brackets would equal 131.32 Newtons, while the area would be          

23.25 square meters. This yields a stress of 5.64 psi. Given this information it is clear             

that the brackets would be more than able to hold the 10 pound weight of the          

mirror.q1 

6.5.2 Two-way Mirror

The second portion of this subsystem focuses on the two way mirror. A two way            

mirror is necessary for the product for a primary reason. The customer must be able to

read from the monitor through the mirror clearly while also being able to see his/her             

own reflection. In order to achieve this goal, extensive research was done. Four

different mirror samples were bought; Acrylic Two- Way Mirror, Glass Two Way       

Mirror, Dielectric TV Mirror, and Vanity Bathroom Mirror. These samples were then

tested and graded on weight, reflectiveness, cost and visibility. This is illustrated below            

in Table 6.5.2.1.
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Table 6.5.2.1 : Decision Matrix for Glass Samples

 Acrylic Two- 

Way Mirror

Glass Two- 

Way Mirror 

Dielectric TV 

Mirror 

Vanity 

Bathroom 

Mirror 

Weight + - 0 0

Reflectiveness +(70%) +(70%) -(60%) 0(65%) 

Cost 0 0 - + 

Visibility + 0 0 - 

TOTAL 3 0 -2 0

Overall the Acrylic Two-Way Mirror was the best option, being the most light-weight,        

having the highest percentage of reflectiveness and the clearest visibility. It is also

more durable than the other possible option, the Glass Two-Way Mirror. Since the           

Smart Mirror is a family friendly device, the acrylic is a more appropriate choice for

families in comparison to glass. The Acrylic Two Way Mirror was also chosen based off         

a design concept to drill holes through the mirror and integrate the buttons. However,

after consulting with Glass Experts and experimentally drilling holes with a sample, it          

was determined that drilling these holes weakened the glass too much. A button rack

made of the frame wood was thus used to mimic the intended effect. The samples were             

also heated at a temperature of 45 degrees celsius to mimic the Smart Mirror being

stationed in a very warm environment. A real life example would be the mirror in a            

bathroom while the owner is taking a hot shower.

The two way mirror was later adhered to the cabinetry with epoxy. Epoxy is the

standard adhesive used for high performance applications involving materials

including wood and acrylic glass. It not only is an extremely strong adhesive but is also 

transparent when it dries, ehancing the aestic appearance of the mirror and the entire

product. 
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6.6 Cabinetry and Technology Housing

The final subsystem of Team UU’s project was the Cabinetry and Technology housing.           

There were two main goals set for the cabinetry subsystem during the initial design         

process. The first was that it be aesthetically pleasing as well as versatile. Because they             

intended for this product to be placed visibly within the consumer’s home, the team     

took great consideration into how the final product would look. They discussed several           

different design possibilities for the cabinet’s design.  

 

Figure 6.6.1 : Cabinet Design Inspiration 

The first possible design resembled more of a standard medicine cabinet, such       

as the one pictured in Figure 6.6.1. This cabinet would have two doors, both covered             

with mirrors. One of the doors would be able to open to shelves, just as a standard              

medicine cabinet would. The other door would remain stationary. This would be the          

location of the smart mirror, with the technological parts housed in a watertight          

compartment behind the two-way glass. This design, shown as a sketch in Figure 6.6.2,        

provides the consumer with all of the benefits of a traditional medicine cabinet, such         

as privacy of their stored items. However, this design limits the mirror’s location to          
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mainly the bathroom. The team decided that the smart mirror’s design should be         

versatile and fit into any room of the consumer’s house. 

 

Figure 6.6.2 : Sketch of Possible Cabinet Design 

This lead to the second and final design of the cabinetry. This design is much            

more versatile, in that it could easily be used as décor in a living room or bedroom. The

design’s inspiration is shown in Figure 6.6.3. As you can see, this cabinet has shelving              

surrounding the mirror that is open. While this does not provide the consumer with

the privacy of the previous design, this design is not limited only to usage in a              

bathroom. In this design, the mirror would be completely immobile. As before, the

technological parts of the project would be housed in a compartment behind the          

mirror. The parts would be able to be reached by a small, watertight utility door placed

into the back of the cabinet. Along the bottom of the mirror, a row of buttons would            

allow the consumer to interact with the smart mirror, allowing them to log into their

accounts and access the information they need.  
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Figure 6.6.3 : Final Cabinet Design Inspiration 

 

Figure 6.6.4 : Final Cabinet Design CAD 

Figure 6.6.4 shows the CAD model of the final design of the cabinetry. This          

design features a sleek, modern design with six shelves, six interfacing buttons, and a

fully functional smart mirror. The team decided to use ¾-inch red oak plywood for the        

cabinet’s construction due to its durability and aesthetic appeal. In order to ensure that

each shelf could hold a minimum of 10 lbs, the team ran predictive analysis using the             
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stress equation. The stress is given in pounds per square inch, or psi, whereσ is the              

stress, F is the force applied, and A is the cross-sectional area: 

      .1587 psi σ =  A
F =   10 lbs

63 in 2
= 0  

This value is significantly less than the plywood’s maximum stress, as well as the          

maximum stress of the screws used to hold the cabinet together. Therefore, the team           

concluded that the shelves could each easily hold 10 lbs. Now that the team had a final               

design for the cabinetry aspect of the project, they could focus on the second goal of              

this subsystem: designing a reliable mounting system for the cabinet. 

The design of the mounting system decided upon by the team was rather simple.        

A durable steel wire with a maximum load of 100 lbs would be securely attached to           

two steel washers. These washers would be secured to the cabinet by two heavy-weight          

hexagonal bolts with a diameter of 0.5 ins. Figure 6.6.5 provides a picture of the           

finalized and implemented mounting system. 

Figure 6.6.5 : Wall Mounting System 

The team conducted predictive analysis to ensure the mounting apparatus would hold           

the cabinet’s full weight. Essentially, the team only needed one equation to run their           

analysis, the stress equation as before. 

In this case, the force applied was the weight of the cabinet plus the weight of               

the monitor, speakers, and other mirror components. Also, the team took into          

consideration the fact that the consumer would more than likely be placing items on           

the cabinet’s shelves, and that the predictive analysis would need to account for this          

excess weight. The weight of the cabinet with all of the smart mirror components          

included was about 20 pounds. In order to test that the mounting system would be             

more than secure holding the fully integrated smart mirror cabinet, the team ran the       
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predictions to have the cabinet hold an extra 40 lbs, for a total of 60 lbs. The cross                

sectional area provided by the hexagonal bolts of the mounting system was 1.5 in 2 . 
    40 psiσ =   60 lbs

1.5 in2
=    

The mounting system will hold 40 psi. This is significantly less than the          

plywood’s maximum stress of 1,780 psi. Similarly, the weight of the combined system          

only came to 60 lbs, which is less than the 100 lbs maximum load allowed by the wire.             

Therefore, the mounting system was predicted to be capable of holding the weight of            

the smart mirror system. The installed mounting system is pictured in Figure 6.6.5.

The team designed a test to ensure the mounting system held the necessary          

amount of weight. In this test, the cabinet would be rigged with an extra 40 lbs and           

then hung on a wall. In order to pass the test, the mounting system must hold for a              

minimum of 30 minutes. However, when the time came to run the test, the team had           

difficulty finding a way to rig the extra weight to the cabinet. In an executive decision,             

the team instead decided to fully integrate the smart mirror cabinet and then run the            

test. This would still ensure that the mounting system could hold the necessary amount           

of weight for the required amount of time. Figure 6.6.6 shows the cabinet during            

testing. The fully integrated system weighed approximately 20 lbs. The cabinet passed         

this test with flying colors and the mounting system showed no sign of deformation or           

failure.

 
Figure 6.6.6 : Final Product 
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7 Results and Discussion 
7.1 Results

The team was able to bring together all six subsystems very smoothly over the course           

of several days, with minimal unforeseen problems. The frame was built to the exact          

specifications given, so the mirror and monitor fit exactly as planned. The amplifier            

and Raspberry Pi were also put inside the frame, and also had more than enough space            

as everything had been properly planned out.  

Unfortunately, not every works according to plan. The team realized this when            

they turned on the monitor behind the mirror for the first time. The monitor was             

obviously too bright, and too low quality, and it did not look as well as the team would          

have liked behind the mirror. There were two problems that the monitor had that          

would need to be fixed for next time: the low contrast and the bright backlight. In a             

monitor, contrast is the ratio on how dark the blacks can be compared to how bright               

the whites can be, especially when the pixels are right next to each other. Great             

contrast ratios are usually achieved by higher end OLED monitors, where each pixel           

can be individually turned on or shut off. The monitor the team used was not OLED,            

but rather plain LCD with an LED backlight. The other problem the monitor had was          

the strong backlight. In monitors, backlights are placed behind the pixels and simply             

further illuminate the entire monitor. This was a problem for the team’s purposes as it        

illuminated the black pixels that were not suppose to be seen through the mirror. 

The team also ran into another problem after assembling the entire project: they           

glued the mirror onto the frame and placed heavy weights on the mirror to ensure a              

good seal, but they did not realize the weights were literally causing the acrylic mirror           

to bend and warp inwards. After removal of the weights, the acrylic was permanently             

warped, causing it to reflect light in slightly imperfect ways, not unlike a carnival           

mirror that makes a person look really skinny or really fat. In the future, the team             

would like to use glass as the mirror instead of acrylic. The team did not do that for the                 

prototype because of how fragile glass is compared to acrylic.  

After successfully testing a full proof waterproofing method on the smaller box,         

the team used that same method to waterproof the actual smart mirror as well. Silicon           

gel was applied to the inside of the main box where all the electronics were housed,              

making the entire inside waterproof. The entire assembly was successfully hung on a           
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wall from the steel wire attached to the back of the frame with two quarter-inch bolts              

drilled into the back. 

All the buttons successfully communicated with the Python backend that was         

programmed, which also communicated with the Python frontend. The entire user         

interface (backend and frontend) worked to specification - providing a demonstration       

of time, date, weather, email, calendar, and music playing. With more time and          

funding the team would like to expand on the programming, increasing the         

functionality of the operating system by adding more widgets and possibly another    

form of interaction with the mirror itself.  

7.2 Significant Accomplishments

The greatest accomplishment was that the team was able to come together to produce a           

finished and functional prototype, with minimal conflict. The team had a surprisingly          

short storming period, if any at all. They worked through all problems democratically           

with logical and productive discussions. 

Aside from that, another accomplishment was the team’s overall precision in         

the entire fabrication process. The frame was designed by one member with the          

monitor, mirror, and other parts in mind, and built by two other members to those            

exact specifications. The separation of work while still keeping to the same           

specifications was essential to the team, as it allowed people to work on different parts            

but everything had to come together smoothly at the end. After building the frame, the              

team was able to bring the monitor and mirror together without any problems.  

Another significant achievement was in part due to the team’s thoroughness in          

choosing what type of mirror they wanted. There are many options, all of which vary           

reflectivity and material. When the team started investigating, they ordered several         

samples and picked the one that worked best with cost, material, and reflectivity. This            

thoroughness allowed the team to build an overall better product than they would            

have been able to otherwise. 
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8 Conclusion 

During the 10-week process of designing and constructing the team’s final project, each         

member of Team UU took away valuable skills and knowledge that they can apply to            

multiple facets of their collegiate and professional careers. While the team faced their           

share of speed bumps during the process, the final product more than met their       

expectations and performed exceptionally well in testing. The team developed a fully          

functional, integrated system that, with some refinement, will make the hassle of busy            

mornings much more manageable.  

In the future, this product could include an innumerable amount of      

developments and innovations. Instead of using a button rack, the mirror could        

instead use a touchscreen or voice-interactive technology to further assist the         

consumer. Similarly, a video playing feature could be included for consumers to be          

able to watch the news or a movie while getting ready. The PIN log-in feature could be          

eliminated in the future with the integration of biometric identification technology.          

While the system is already modular for each user, the number of possible widgets will           

only increase as the technology is refined and advanced. This will also lead to the              

decrease of production cost and increase of product demand. 

Team UU was effective in communicating their ideas and goals for this project.           

Their willingness to compromise and listen to each other ultimately lead to their            

success in building a functional prototype that shows promise of becoming a widely           

spread product. In the end, they were able to develop a functional, innovative product            

that would no doubt improve the lives of busy people across the world. 
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10 Appendix A: Selection of Team Project  

Before agreeing on the Smart Mirror for the final project, many additional concepts          

were discussed. Team UU created a social media group page, where each member         

introduced a project ideas with an accompanying summary on how the design could          

potentially be expanded. Ideas such as assisted cooking instruments and power         

assisted oxygen tanks were discussed and after researching the value proposition of          

these devices, possible costs, and interest in these concepts, a vote transpired and          

decided on a smart mirror that aided in consolidating information. Team UU worked            

backwards and found out problem of consolidating information after already deciding        

on the possible solution of the Smart Mirror. 

From this step, a mind map was created to address other possible solutions to        

solving this problem.Many of the solutions already exist or are coming to market soon.         

For instance, heads up displays for cars already exist, featuring visual display          

windshields and text messages on a customer's dashboard. Alternative concepts such          

as a bluetooth projection pen, that projects onto a wall, were considered. This device          

would be able to project all information that is generally displayed on your           

smartphone or tablet onto any white surface. Although this concept solved the         

problem,it lacked the sufficient amount of funding and subsystems needed for this          

project. The mind map is displayed below in Figure 10.1.1. 
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Figure 10.1.1 : Consolidated Information Mind Map 

After the creation of this mind map, a custom survey was created and posted on             

numerous sites to family members, friends and the RPI community. From the

collection of over 600 participants, Team UU gathered information regarding which         

type of possible devices would be appealing to the participants,what applications

would would beneficial, and where would they use such a device. A majority         

percentage of 53% of participants voted for a device that consolidated information in a

bathroom setting with the runner up being placed in a bedroom setting. Team UU also            

agreed upon targeting this product to the primary customers being families. This

survey also gave the team key specifications and requirements for the device. 

Following the development of target specifications, a design was created. This

possible concept is shown below in Figure 10.2. A monitor will be placed behind a             

sheet of one way mirror, which will act as a normal mirror until the monitor is
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activated by the consumer. The monitor will shine through the mirror, displaying for        

the consumer the information they need for the morning. The mirror’s design would            

include a connected, external shelving unit, providing the consumer with an easily          

accessible and visually attractive storage space. This mirror-shelving unit could be        

placed in any room of the consumer’s house, due to its durable design to ensure           

increased efficiency in the consumer’s day-to-day life. The details of the shelving unit’s          

design will also be explored as the team progresses with prototyping. 

 

Figure 10.2 : Sketch of Smart Mirror, Concept 1 
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11 Appendix B: Customer Requirements and Technical 

Specifications 

Table 11.1 comprises the prioritized list of customer requirements, technical 

specifications, target values, and prototype actual values.

Table 11.1 : Full Customer Requirements and specifications 

Customer 

Requirement 

Technical 

Specification 

Target

Value 

Actual Value 

Safe to use Safety 0 Casualties  0 Casualties

Display pertinent 

information

Visual display 720-1080p 

resolution 

1080p 

Store useful 

information

Internal data 

storage

>16 GB 32GB 

Conveniently

powered

Power source 120V wall

outlet  

120V wall outlet 

Easy to use User age >6 years old >6 years old

Use by multiple

users 

Number of 

people 

1-6 people 1-5 people 

Play music Audio output 30-90dB 30-90dB

Brushing 

teeth/washing 

hands timing 

Built in timer 0-20mins No timer 

Rugged Time before 

deterioration

> 8 years >8 years 

Wall-mountable Weight < 80 lbs  40lbs 
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Operate in the 

bathroom

Temperature 

range

40 - 120 deg 

F 

40-120 deg F 

Can put it in 

multiple locations

Dimensions  24” x 24” x 

6” to

48” x 36” x 

12”

35” x 25” x 11”

Water resistance Protection 

marking

IP24 IP21 

No fog on the glass Time to fog >30 mins 35 mins

Shelves Maximum load

per shelf 

10 lb 20 lb 

Brushing

teeth/washing 

hands timing

Built in timer 0-20mins No timer
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13 Appendix D: Expense Report 

Item Quantity Unit Price Subtotal
Shipping

Fee 
Total 

Mini 
Keyboard 

1 25.99 $25.99 --- $25.99

Power Strip 1 $15.99 $15.99 
Store 

Pickup
$15.99 

Glass Mirror 
Samples 

4 $4.99 $19.98 --- $19.98 

Monitor 1 $40 $40
Store

Pickup 
$40

Wood and 
Sealing
Materials

1 $95.66 $95.66 
Store

Pickup 
$95.66 

Waterproof
buttons 

6 $4.95 $29.70 $4.71 $34.41 

Pi Cobbler 1 $6.96 $6.96 $4.71 $11.67 

Breadboard 1 $5.95 $5.95 $4.71 $10.56

Speaker 
Waterproofer 

1 $5.82 $5.82 
Store 

Pickup 
$5.82 

Mirror 1 $131.92 $131.92 --- $131.92

Anti-fog 
materials

1 $6 $6 
Store 

Pickup 
$6 

Humidity
Monitor 

1 $7.49 $7.49 --- $7.49 

Misc. 
Hardware 

7 2.69 $18.85 --- $18.85

TOTAL  $410.31 $424.34
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14 Appendix E: Team Members and their Contributions 

14.1 Daniel's contributions

Daniel's primary contribution was writing the entire backend of the mirror. He helped           

Chris to fix some last-minute problems with the frontend, such as making scrolling            

work properly in the music interface. Daniel handled maintaining proper integration       

between the frontend and backend. He also helped Patrick with the wiring at the             

design phase and helped him debug his testing code. Daniel also helped select the         

mirror. 

Daniel wrote the Assessment of relevant existing Technologies (Section 3), 

Backend Programming (Section 6.1), and the User Manual (Section 17).

14.2 Chris’ Contributions

Christopher’s subsystem was the development of the frontend, which includes the        

initial graphic design and the programming behind it. In addition to that, Chris aided          

in Briannah’s subsystem by designing the entire cabinet in CAD, and then aiding in the            

fabrication of the frame and the mounting of the mirror. Chris also helped with          

selection of the mirror by finding the online provider and ensuring proper samples          

were ordered. 

In this report, Christopher wrote the Results and Discussions (Section 7), Lessons 

Learned (Section 16), and of course his own subsystem (Section 6.2). 

14.3 Avery’s Contributions

For this project, Avery was in charge of waterproofing the entire system. He         

researched what materials that would best repel water on the housing as well as the            

mirror. He also conducted numerous tests to confirm his materials were durable as            

well as being waterproofing. 

Additionally, Avery was placed in charge of all finances for the group and          

authorized all purchases. Avery was in charge of writing the Project Objective and          

Scope, Mission Statement, Customer Requirements, and Technical Specifications. He       

also wrote the specifics about his subsystem. Lastly, as treasurer, he was assigned to           

write the expense report. 
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14.4 Patrick’s Contributions 

Patrick created and designed the fully functional audio and wiring systems. Patrick         

assisted Avery in building the waterproof box, Briannah in building the mirror      

housing, and Shaina in fabricating the mounting brackets. He also created the the 3D            

CAD model of the monitor mounting bracket and the customer requirements and tech          

specification chart. Through the duration of the project Patrick stayed active in       

meetings, contributing ideas and bringing logistics to light. For the final report Patrick         

was responsible for System Concept Development and Selection, Electrical subsystem,        

and Appendix B (Customer Requirements).  

14.5 Shaina’s Contributions 

For this project, Shaina contributed her subsystem as well as certain sections in the          

memo. She spent most of the time in the shop fabricating the brackets, drilling holes         

and mounting the monitor into the frame. She chose which mirror the team would use          

as well as choosing specific purchases that would enhance the overall aesthetic of the           

system (such as the red mahogany stain). Shaina also created templates of the User         

profiles for Chris’s subsystem as well as assisted Briannah sand, stain and build the           

frame. She aided in the overall integration of the Smart Mirror and wherever any of           

her team members needed an extra hand.

Shaina was also in charge of keeping the attendance of our meetings and           

enforcing the fines if any member had an unexcused lateness or absence. For the          

sections in the memo, she was responsible for Professional and Societal        

Considerations, the Display Subsystem, Selection of Team Project and the Executive       

Summary. 

14.6 Briannah’s Contributions

Briannah’s primary responsibility was the cabinetry and technology housing 

component. For this, she purchased the materials needed to build the cabinet, built the 

cabinet with assistance from her fellow team members, stained the cabinet, designed

the mounting system, installed the mounting system, and ran all predictive analysis 
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relevant to the success of her subsystem. Additionally, she assisted with the full system

integration by helping Shaina with mounting the monitor and mirror.  

At team meetings, Briannah took minutes to document the topics discussed and      

update any due dates.For this memo, she wrote the introduction, cabinetry and          

technology housing subsystem, conclusion, and statement of work (sections 1, 6.6, 8,       

14.6, and 15, respectively). 

15 Appendix F: Statement of Work

Team UU’s semester initial mission statement for this project was to build an      

interactive bathroom mirror which helps the user get ready in the morning through       

programmed routines and consolidated information. As the project progressed        

throughout the 10-week period, the project’s statement of work evolved. Mainly, the          

product was no longer solely intended for use in a bathroom and included a cabinet.           

The finalized statement was to build an interactive mirror and aesthetically pleasing         

cabinet system which helps the user get ready through the programmed routines and           

consolidated information and is a useful, stylish addition to their home.  

16 Appendix G: Lessons Learned

After looking back on their time in IED, the team realized their one biggest mistake:           

they did not focus on the design process enough, but rather went straight into the            

production and fabrication. Instead of creating a problem statement, possible        

solutions, and then a solution selection matrix, the team skipped the steps and had to           

work backwards later in the process. This created difficulties when attempting to          

complete course assignments, as the major focus of the course is the design aspect, and             

not the actual fabrication aspect. However, the team did end up with a functional         

prototype, which serves as a proof of concept for future iterations of the design. 

Although the team had little internal conflict, they still did learn many lessons           

relating to teamwork and productivity. The greatest lesson of all being that in order for             

a team to work effectively, it's imperative that all members contribute equally. The           

team realized at one point that some members were contributing more than others,         

which lead to a long discussion on how workload could be redistributed in order to          

reduce the workload of some members and increase the workload of others. If that         
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discussion had not taken place, the members with unequally large workloads would           

have felt taken advantage of and upset, and the ones with little workload would have            

felt unappreciated. The team insured that this did not happen by confirming with           

everyone their workload is about equal to everyone else.  

Conflict was also avoiding by the team members simply being professional to        

one another, which leads into another lesson learned: in order to be a productive team,        

members must remain professional and not let any personal feelings interfere with          

their work or the team dynamic. Personal problems with co workers have no place in          

productive teams, and as such, the team did their best to keep their relationships      

professional and productive. The team learned that all manners of workplace       

professionalism should be exercised while working in a team, especially the more         

basic ones, like timeliness and courtesy. 
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Problem Statement:
   Brainstorm problem statements as group 100% Daniel 2/26/2016 2/29/2016
   Each member develop at least one possible statement 100% Individual 2/28/2016 3/2/2016
   Select final problem statement 100% Daniel 2/29/2016 3/3/2016
Customers
   Brainstorm possible target customers as group 100% Daniel 3/1/2016 3/3/2016
   Each member present at least one possible customer 100% Individual 3/2/2016 3/4/2016
   Select final target customer 100% Daniel 3/4/2016 3/4/2016
   Brainstorm customer needs as group 100% Patrick 3/4/2016 3/7/2016
   Each team member propose customer needs 100% Individual 3/5/2016 3/8/2016
   Define customer needs from individual submissions 100% Shaina 3/7/2016 3/8/2016
Product Definition
   Brainstorm possible technical specifications 100% Daniel 3/7/2016 3/8/2016
   Define technical specifications 100% Patrick 3/8/2016 3/9/2016
   Discuss possible solutions for problem 100% Shaina 3/9/2016 3/10/2016
   Sketch possible solutions 100% Briannah 3/9/2016 3/10/2016
   Present possible solutions 100% Briannah 3/9/2016 3/11/2016
   Select final solution 100% Daniel 3/10/2016 3/11/2016
SPRING BREAK 50% 3/12/2016 3/20/2016
Define Subsystems for Design 100% Daniel 3/21/2016 3/23/2016
Order Necessary Parts 100% Avery 3/24/2016 4/8/2016
Subsystem Building:
   User interface 100% Chris 3/24/2016 4/11/2016
   Build test box for anti fog purposes 100% Avery 3/24/2016 4/11/2016
   Code backend API 100% Daniel 3/24/2016 4/11/2016
   Speakers
      Build speaker housings 100% Patrick 3/24/2016 4/1/2016
      Mount speakers inside boxes 100% Patrick 4/1/2016 4/11/2016
   Wire Raspberry Pi and buttons 100% Patrick 3/28/2016 4/11/2016
   Build Frame
      Cut wood 100% Avery 4/1/2016 4/5/2016
      Paint and stain 100% Shaina 4/4/2016 4/8/2016
      Assemble final frame 100% Patrick 4/8/2016 4/11/2016
Subsystem Demos 100% Daniel 4/14/2016 4/14/2016
Final Product Building
   Marge frontend and backend 100% Daniel 4/11/2016 4/21/2016
   Wire electricity into frame 100% Patrick 4/15/2016 4/17/2016
   Mount monitor inside frame 100% Briannah 4/17/2016 4/19/2016
   Mount mirror on frame 100% Shaina 4/17/2016 4/19/2016
   Mount speakers on frame 100% Patrick 4/17/2016 4/19/2016
   Mount Raspberry Pi inside frame 100% Briannah 4/19/2016 4/21/2016
Test Final Design 100% Chris 4/21/2016 4/25/2016
Present Final Design 100% Team 4/28/2016 4/28/2016
Final Group Presentation 100% Daniel 5/5/2016 5/5/2016
Final Memo Due 100% Daniel 5/11/2016 5/11/2016
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18 Appendix I:  Final Drawing 
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17 Appendix J: User manual 

17.1 Introduction

Note: Please be aware that these instructions are for the de jure  device. In practice, not

all of these features work correctly, as outlined earlier in the report. 

Upon plugging in your smart mirror, it will go through a boot sequence and present a 

homescreen (Figure 17.1). 

 

Figure 17.1: The default homescreen

17.2 Editing general settings 

Pressing the rightmost button on the mirror will open a settings window (Figure 17.2)

wherein the user can navigate the menu to perform global tasks such as adding and 

removing users. Navigation is performed with the buttons at the bottom of the mirror,

each of which will be labeled with its current operation. In this settings view, the 

buttons will be labeled "Up" "Down" "Select" and "Exit". Pressing the rightmost button

again will cause the display to sleep so you can use your mirror sans distraction. 
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Figure 17.2: The general settings frame.

17.3 Logging in 

After following the prompts to create at least one account, you can log in with that

account by selecting the name on the home screen and pressing the buttons

corresponding to said user's four digit pin, which was set when the account was

created. 

17.4 Adding services 

Pressing the far right button when you are logged in will supply a new menu (Figure 

17.4) giving the user options to perform tasks such as adding email or music accounts.

Simply select the appropriate option and follow the prompts. 

 

Figure 17.4 : User-specific settings frame 
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17.5 Reading day's summary

Assuming you have logged into a Google Calendar account with at least one event for 

the day, a new widget will appear on the screen (Figure 17.5). Events with start and 

end times are shown blocking out the time period during which they occur. All day

events are listed at the bottom.

Figure 17.5 : An example of the day's summary interface

17.6 Reading email summaries

Assuming you have logged in to your email account, a summary of your most recent 

five emails will be presented including the sender, subject, and a short snippet (Figure 

17.6). 
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Figure 17.6 : An example of the email summary interface 

17.7 Playing music

Assuming you have logged in to either Google Play Music or Spotify, a music widget 

will appear listing all of your playlists (Figure 17.7a). Using the labeled buttons, you

can navigate through the menu and select either a playlist to shuffle or a song within 

said playlist to play (Figure 17.7b). 

 

Figure 17.7a: An example of the default playlist listing

 

Figure 17.7b : An example of selecting a specific song from a playlist. The button labels

are depicted at the bottom.
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18 Appendix K: Code 

18.1 ButtonFrame

'''
Handles buttons at the bottom of the screen
@author: Chris Pybus
'''

from tkinter import * 
import HelperMethods
import mirrorbackend

class ButtonFrame(Frame): 

   def __init__(self, params, master=None): 
Frame.__init__(self, width=1080, height=200, bg="black" )

self.instruct_text = StringVar()
       self.buttons_labels = []; 

self.buttons_text = [];

instruct_text = StringVar();
       if(len(mirrorbackend.getUsers()) == 0): 

self.instruct_text.set("Add an account in the settings...");
       else: 

self.instruct_text.set("Please select your account...");

instruct_label = Label(self, textvariable=instruct_text, font=("SFNS Display", 16),
bg="black", foreground="gray" ) 

instruct_label.place(x=50, y=50)

       for num in range(0,5): 
self.buttons_text.append(StringVar())

           self.buttons_labels.append( Label(self, textvariable=self.buttons_text[num], 
font=("SFNS Display", 18), bg="black", foreground="white"))
           self.buttons_labels[num].place(x=(0 + (num*180)), y=150, width=175) 

       num = 0 
for user in mirrorbackend.getUsers():

           self.buttons_text[num].set(user.getName())
num += 1

 
def enterPasscodeScreen(self):

       labels = ["1  2", "3  4", "5  6", "7  8", "9  0"] 
for num in range(0,5):

           self.buttons_text[num].set(labels[num])

       self.instruct_text.set("Please enter your four digit passcode...")

   def enterUserScreen(self): 
labels = [u"\u2022", u"\u2022", "Music", u"\u2022", "Log Out"]

       for num in range(0,5): 
self.buttons_text[num].set(labels[num])
 

self.instruct_text.set("Good morning!")

def enterSettingsScreen(self):
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labels = ["Up", "Down", "Select", u"\u2022", "Exit"]
       for num in range(0,5): 

self.buttons_text[num].set(labels[num])
 

self.instruct_text.set("")

def enterMusicWidget(self):
       # labels = ["Start/Pause", "Next Song", "Move Down", "Select", "Back"] 

labels = ["Play/Pause", "Skip Song", "Down", "Up", "Select"]
       for num in range(0,5): 

self.buttons_text[num].set(labels[num])
 

self.instruct_text.set("")

def enterHomeScreen(self):
       num = 0 

for user in mirrorbackend.getUsers():
           self.buttons_text[num].set(user.getName())

num += 1
 

while num < 5:
           self.buttons_text[num].set("") 

num += 1
 

self.instruct_text.set("Please select your account...");

18.2 CalendarFrame

'''
Handles calendar displayClock 
@author: Chris Pybus, Daniel Centore
'''
from tkinter import *
import HelperMethods

class CalendarFrame(Frame): 

   def __init__(self, title, master=None):
# maxHeight = 550

       maxHeight = 550
Frame.__init__(self, width=400, height=maxHeight, bg="black")

# times = ["8 am", "9 am", "10 am", "11 am", "12 pm", "1 pm", "2 pm", "3 pm", "4
pm", "5 pm", "6 pm", "7 pm", "8 pm", "9 pm", "10 pm"] 

self.canvas = Canvas(self, width=200, height=(maxHeight40), bg="black", bd=0,
relief='ridge', borderwidth=0, highlightthickness=0) 

self.canvas.place(x=80,y=0)
 
def clearCalendar(self):

       pass 

   def updateForUser(self, events): 
self.canvas.delete("all")

       for widget in self.winfo_children(): 
widget.destroy()

       self.canvas = Canvas(self, width=200, height=510, bg="black", bd=0, relief='ridge',
borderwidth=0, highlightthickness=0)
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self.canvas.place(x=80,y=0)

MIN_FULL_DAY = 20
       MAX_HOURS = 14 

earliest_event = 11
       latest_event = 1 

       for event in events: 
if event[2]  event[1] < MIN_FULL_DAY:

               if event[1] < earliest_event: 
earliest_event = event[1]

               if event[2] > latest_event:
latest_event = event[2]

       import math 
earliest_event = int(math.floor(earliest_event))

       latest_event = int(math.ceil(latest_event))

       if latest_event  earliest_event > MAX_HOURS: 
latest_event = earliest_event + MAX_HOURS

for num in range(0, latest_event  earliest_event + 1):
           tme = earliest_event + num 

txt = ((str(tme) + " am") if 1 <= tme < 12 else ("12 pm" if (tme == 0 or tme ==
12) else (str(tme  12) + " pm")))

           Label(self, text=txt, font=("SFNS Display", 13), bg="black", foreground="white", 
anchor=E).place(y=((num*35)), x=15, width=60)
           lineY = 13 + ((num*35)) 

self.canvas.create_line(0, lineY, 200, lineY, fill="white")

Label(self, text="All Day", font=("SFNS Display", 13), bg="black",
foreground="white", anchor=E).place(y=(((latest_event  earliest_event + 1)*35)), x=15, 
width=60)

       allDayIdx = 0 
for event in events:

           name = event[0] 
startTime = event[1]

           endTime = event[2] 

           # Takes up most of the day 
if endTime  startTime > MIN_FULL_DAY:

               Label(self, text=name, font=("SFNS Display", 13), bg="black",
foreground="white", anchor=W) \
                   .place( 

y = (latest_event  earliest_event + 1 + allDayIdx) * 35,
                       x = 84, 

width = 150)
               allDayIdx += 1 

else:
               if endTime > latest_event: 

endTime = latest_event
               self.canvas.create_rectangle( 

3,
                   14 + (((startTime  earliest_event) * 35)),

196,
                   12 + (((endTimeearliest_event) * 35)), 

fill="light slate gray"
               )
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Label(self, text=name, font=("SFNS Display", 13), bg="light slate gray",
foreground="white", anchor=W) \ 

.place(
                       y = 15 + (((startTime  earliest_event) * 35)),

x = 84,
                       width = 150) 

18.3 ClockFrame 

'''
Handles clock Display
@author: Chris Pybus
'''

from tkinter import *
import HelperMethods

class ClockFrame(Frame): 

   label_time_text = None
label_date_text = None
 
def __init__(self, params, master=None):

       Frame.__init__(self, width=300, height=100, bg="black" ) 
global label_time_text, label_date_text

label_time_text = StringVar()
       label_time = Label(self, textvariable=label_time_text, background='black', 
foreground="white", bd=0, font=("SFNS Display", 40), anchor=W, justify=LEFT)
       label_time_text.set(HelperMethods.getFormattedTime()) 

label_time.place(x=0, y=0, anchor=NW)
 

label_date_text = StringVar()
       label_date = Label(self, textvariable=label_date_text, background='black', 
foreground="white", bd=0, font=("SFNS Display", 16), anchor=W, justify=LEFT)
       label_date_text.set(HelperMethods.getFormattedDate()) 

label_date.place(x=0, y=70, anchor=NW)

def updateTime(self):
       global label_time_text, label_date_text 

label_time_text.set(HelperMethods.getFormattedTime())
       label_date_text.set(HelperMethods.getFormattedDate()) 

   def hide(self): 
self.width = 0;

       self.height = 0; 

   def show(self): 
self.width = 300;

       self.height = 100;
 

18.4 EmailFrame
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'''
Handles email Display 
@author: Chris Pybus, Daniel Centore
'''
from tkinter import *
import HelperMethods

class EmailFrame(Frame): 

 

   def __init__(self, title, master=None):
Frame.__init__(self, width=300, height=550, bg="black")

self.canvas = Canvas(self, width=300, height=430, bg="black", bd=0, relief='ridge',
borderwidth=0, highlightthickness=0) 

self.canvas.place(x=0,y=30)

self.emailLabel = StringVar();
       Label(self, textvariable=self.emailLabel, font=("SFNS Display", 13), bg="black", 
foreground="white", anchor=E).place(y=0, x=0)
       # self.emailLabel.set("Email") 

       self.currentEmail = 0; 

   def addEmail(self, sender, subject, body): 
sender = '> ' + sender

       subject = '> ' + subject 
self.canvas.create_line(0, 1+((self.currentEmail*85)), 300,

1+((self.currentEmail*85)), fill="white") 
Label(self, text=sender, font=("SFNS Display Bold", 11), bg="black" ,

foreground="white", anchor=W).place(y=33+(self.currentEmail*85), x=0) 
Label(self, text=subject, font=("SFNS Display", 11), bg="black", foreground="white",

anchor=W).place(y=53+(self.currentEmail*85), x=0) 
tbox = Text(self, height=2, width=30, bg="black", font=("SFNS Display", 11),

foreground="white", bd=0, highlightthickness=0, wrap=WORD) 
tbox.place(y=75+(self.currentEmail*85), x=0 )

       tbox.insert(INSERT, body) 
self.currentEmail += 1;

       self.canvas.create_line(0, 1+((self.currentEmail*85)), 300, 
1+((self.currentEmail*85)), fill="white")

def updateForUser(self, emails):
       for entry in emails: 

self.addEmail(entry[0], entry[1], entry[2])
 

def clearEmails(self):
       self.canvas.delete("all") 

for widget in self.winfo_children():
           widget.destroy() 

self.currentEmail = 0

self.canvas = Canvas(self, width=300, height=430, bg="black", bd=0, relief='ridge',
borderwidth=0, highlightthickness=0) 

self.canvas.place(x=0,y=30)

self.emailLabel = StringVar();
       Label(self, textvariable=self.emailLabel, font=("SFNS Display", 13), bg="black", 
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foreground="gray", anchor=E).place(y=0, x=0)
       # self.emailLabel.set("Email") 

18.5 HelperMethods 

'''
Helper methods
@author: Chris Pybus
'''

import datetime
import calendar 

def ordinal(n): 
n = int(n);

   if 10 <= n % 100 < 20:
return str(n) + 'th'

   else: 
return str(n) + {1 : 'st', 2 : 'nd', 3 : 'rd'}.get(n % 10, "th")

def getFormattedTime():
   now = datetime.datetime.now();

return(now.strftime("%I:%M %p").lower())

def getFormattedDate():
   today = datetime.datetime.today(); 

   ordinalDay = ordinal(today.strftime("%d")) 
formmatedOutput = today.strftime("%A, %B ORDINAL, %Y")
 
finalstr = formmatedOutput.replace("ORDINAL", ordinalDay)

   return finalstr 

def getCurrentDay_FullName(): 
today = datetime.datetime.today();

   name = calendar.day_name[today.weekday()] 
return name
 

def getCurrentDay_ShortName():
   today = datetime.datetime.today(); 

return(today.strftime("%a"));

18.6 MirrorBackend

"""
Backend API for the IED Team UU Smart Mirror 
@author: Chris Pybus
"""

# Python 2 thru 3 Support 
from __future__ import print_function
from builtins import input
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# oauth 
import httplib2
import os 
from apiclient import discovery
import oauth2client 
from oauth2client import client
from oauth2client import tools 
from datetime import date, datetime, timedelta
import rfc3339      # for date object > date string 
import iso8601 # for date string > date object
import time 
import mpd
import subprocess
import random
import json 
from json import JSONDecoder
import uuid 
import pprint
pp = pprint.PrettyPrinter(indent=4) 
from UserObject import *
import urllib2
from timeout import timeout

MAX_USERS = 5

# Clears all users
def clearusers():

global _users
   del _users[:]

_savedata()

# Lists all users. The person's userid is the index in the tuple.
def listusers(): 

global _users
   result = [] 

   for x in _users:
result.append(x.store.name)

 
return result

def getUsers():
   global _users

result = []
   for i in range(0, len(_users)): 

result.append(UserObject(_users[i], i))
   return result

# Adds a user with their 4 digit pin 
# Returns true if successful; False otherwise
def adduser(name, password): 

global _users
 
if not canadduser():

       print("Users list full") 
return False

 
myid = str(uuid.uuid4())

   # usr = _User(name, password, myid);
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usr = makeUser(name, password, myid)
   if len(_users) > 0:

usr.store.zip = _users[0].store.zip
   _users.append(usr) 

_savedata()
   return True 

# Returns False if we are already full of users 
def canadduser():
   global MAX_USERS, _users 

return len(_users) < MAX_USERS

# Validates a user's pin
def validateuser(userid, pin): 

global _users
   return _users[userid].store.password == pin 

# Removes a given user 
def removeuser(userid):
   global _users

_users.pop(userid)
   _savedata() 

# Adds or replaces Spotify credentials for a user 
def addspotify(userid, username, password):
   global _users

_users[userid].store.spotify = {"type" : "spotify", "username" : username, "password" :
password} 

_savedata()
   _updateMopidy(userid) 

# Clear's a person's Spotify credeentials 
def removespotify(userid):
   global _users

_users[userid].store.spotify = None
   _savedata() 

_updateMopidy(userid)

# Adds or replaces Google Play credentials for a user
# All Access is a boolean indicating whether or not the user pays 
def addgplay(userid, username, password, all_access):
   global _users

_users[userid].store.gmusic = {"type" : "gplay", "username" : username, "password" :
password, "all_access" : all_access} 

_savedata()
   _updateMopidy(userid) 

# Clear's a person's Google Play credentials 
def removegplay(userid):
   global _users

_users[userid].store.gmusic = None
   _savedata() 

_updateMopidy(userid)

# listplaylists(0)
# shuffleplaylist(0, playlistname)
# listsongs(0, playlistname)
# playsong(0, playlistname, file) 
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# Lists all a user's playlists as strings
@timeout() 
def listplaylists(userid):
   if _mpdClient(userid) == None:

return []
 
rawData = _mpdClient(userid).listplaylists()

   playlists = [] 

   for playlist in rawData: 
playlists.append(playlist['playlist'])

 
return playlists

# Lists all the songs in a playlist along with their metadata
@timeout() 
def listsongs(userid, playlistname):
   try: 

return _mpdClient(userid).listplaylistinfo(playlistname)
   except Exception: 

pass
   return [] 

@timeout() 
def currentsong(userid):
   try: 

return _mpdClient(userid).currentsong()
   except Exception: 

pass
   return [] 

@timeout() 
def stopall():
   global _users

try:
       for i, user in enumerate(_users): 

_mpdClient(i).stop()
   except Exception: 

pass

# Plays a song and shuffles the rest of the playlist
# ex. playsong(0, "Anime", "gmusic:track:37f9bdd9dd2c390b9c72c6c9e7353fbe") 
@timeout()
def playsong(userid, playlistname, file): 

try:
       client = _mpdClient(userid); 

client.stop()
       client.clear() 

       client.add(file) 

       songs = client.listplaylistinfo(playlistname) 
random.shuffle(songs)

for song in songs:
           if song['file'] != file: 

client.add(song['file'])

client.play(0)
   except Exception: 
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pass

# Shuffles a playlist
@timeout() 
def shuffleplaylist(userid, playlistname):
   try: 

client = _mpdClient(userid);
       client.stop() 

client.clear()

songs = client.listplaylistinfo(playlistname)
       random.shuffle(songs) 

       for song in songs:
client.add(song['file'])

client.play(0)
   except Exception: 

pass

# Toggles whether or not we are paused
@timeout() 
def pause(userid):
   try: 

_mpdClient(userid).pause()
   except Exception: 

pass

# Jumps to next song
@timeout() 
def next(userid):
   try: 

_mpdClient(userid).next()
   except Exception: 

pass

#################################################################################
# Requests access to Google (Tasks + Calendar) for the user (this will pop open a web 
browser window)
# If the user has already authenticated once, forces them to reauthenticate 
def addgoogle(userid):
   global _users

   home_dir = os.getcwd()
credential_dir = os.path.join(home_dir, '.credentials')

   if not os.path.exists(credential_dir): 
os.makedirs(credential_dir)

   credential_path = os.path.join(credential_dir, 'creds_%s.json' % 
_users[userid].store.myid)

store = oauth2client.file.Storage(credential_path)
   # credentials = store.get() 

   flow = client.flow_from_clientsecrets(CLIENT_SECRET_FILE, SCOPES) 
flow.user_agent = APPLICATION_NAME

   if flags: 
credentials = tools.run_flow(flow, store, flags)

   else: # Needed only for compatibility with Python 2.6
credentials = tools.run(flow, store)

   # print('Storing credentials to ' + credential_path) 
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   return credentials 

def removegoogle(userid): 
home_dir = os.getcwd()

   credential_dir = os.path.join(home_dir, '.credentials') 
if not os.path.exists(credential_dir):

       os.makedirs(credential_dir) 
credential_path = os.path.join(credential_dir, 'creds_%s.json' %

_users[userid].store.myid)
if os.path.isfile(credential_path):

       os.remove(credential_path)

def getgoogle(userid): 
global _users
 
home_dir = os.getcwd()

   credential_dir = os.path.join(home_dir, '.credentials') 
if not os.path.exists(credential_dir):

       os.makedirs(credential_dir) 
credential_path = os.path.join(credential_dir, 'creds_%s.json' %

_users[userid].store.myid)

   store = oauth2client.file.Storage(credential_path)
credentials = store.get()

   if not credentials or credentials.invalid: 
return None

 
return credentials

# Returns a person's tasks
# TODO: Fix ordering! 
@timeout()
def gettasks(userid): 

credentials = getgoogle(userid)
 
if credentials == None:

       return []

   http = credentials.authorize(httplib2.Http()) 
service = discovery.build('tasks', 'v1', http=http)

result = []
 
tasks = service.tasks().list(tasklist='@default').execute()

   items = tasks.get('items', [])
if not items:

       return []         # No tasks found 
else:

       for item in items:
if 'due' in item and len(item['title'].strip()) > 0:

               due = get_date_object(item['due']).strftime("%a %d %b") 
result.append("%s: %s" % (due, item['title']))

           elif len(item['title'].strip()) > 0: 
result.append(item['title'])

   return result

# Returns a person's calendar appointments 
@timeout()
def getcalendar(userid): 
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credentials = getgoogle(userid)
 
if credentials == None:

       return []

   http = credentials.authorize(httplib2.Http()) 
service = discovery.build('calendar', 'v3', http=http)

startLooking = (datetime.utcnow()  timedelta(days=1)).isoformat() + 'Z' # 'Z' indicates
UTC time 

   # print('Getting the upcoming 10 events') 
eventsResult = service.events().list(

       calendarId='primary', timeMin=startLooking, maxResults=40, singleEvents=True, 
orderBy='startTime').execute()

   events = eventsResult.get('items', []) 

   result = [] 

   import datetime as dt 
if not events:

       return result       # No events found 
for event in events:

       start = parseGcalDate(event['start']) 
end = parseGcalDate(event['end'])

if not isinstance(start, datetime):
           start = datetime.combine(start, datetime.min.time()) 

if not isinstance(end, datetime):
           end = datetime.combine(end, datetime.max.time())

       start += timedelta(minutes=3)
end = timedelta(minutes=3)

 
startDate = start

       endDate = end 
today = date.today()

       if isinstance(startDate, datetime):
startDate = (startDate + timedelta(minutes=3)).date()

       if isinstance(endDate, datetime): 
endDate = (endDate  timedelta(minutes=3)).date()

# If some portion of the event takes place today
       if startDate <= today and endDate >= today:

if startDate < today:
               start = datetime.combine(today, datetime.min.time()) 

if endDate > today:
               end = datetime.combine(today, datetime.max.time()) 

           evt = feCalEvent(start, end, event['summary']) 
result.append(evt)

           # result.append("%s: %s" % (start, event['summary'])) 
# return ["Meeting @ 9am", "Robotics competition", "Swim meet"]

   # print(result) 
return result

def feCalEvent(start, end, text):
   if not (isinstance(start, datetime) and isinstance(end, datetime)):

return (text, 0, 24)
   # print("%s %s %s" % (text, str(start), str(end)))
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return (text, roundHour(start.hour, start.minute), roundHour(end.hour, end.minute))

def roundHour(hour, min):
   return hour + (min / 60.0) 

def parseGcalDate(d): 
if 'date' in d:

       d = d['date'] 
d = datetime.strptime(d, '%Y%m%d')#.strftime("%a %d %b (All day)")

   elif 'dateTime' in d: 
d = d['dateTime']

       d = get_date_object(d)#.strftime("%a %d %b (%I:%M %p)") 
else:

       d = None 
return d

@timeout()
def getemail(userid): 

credentials = getgoogle(userid)

if credentials == None:
       return []

   http = credentials.authorize(httplib2.Http()) 
service = discovery.build('gmail', 'v1', http=http)
 
response = service.users().messages().list(userId='me', q='in:inbox',

maxResults=10).execute() 

   messages = []
if 'messages' in response:

       messages.extend(response['messages']) 

   while ('nextPageToken' in response) and (len(messages) < 10): 
page_token = response['nextPageToken']

       response = service.users().messages().list(userId='me', q='', 
pageToken=page_token).execute()
       messages.extend(response['messages']) 

   result = [] 
for msg in messages:

       message = service.users().messages().get(userId='me', id=msg['id']).execute() 

       subject = '(untitled)' 
sender = '(unknown sender)'

       for header in message['payload']['headers']: 
if header['name'].lower() == 'subject':

               subject = header['value'] 
if header['name'].lower() == 'from':

               sender = header['value']
result.append({'subject': subject, 'snippet':unescape(message['snippet']),

'sender':sender})

   return result

import re, htmlentitydefs 

## 
# Removes HTML or XML character references and entities from a text string.
# 
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# @param text The HTML (or XML) source text.
# @return The plain text, as a Unicode string, if necessary.
# http://effbot.org/zone/resub.htm#unescapehtml
def unescape(text): 

def fixup(m):
       text = m.group(0) 

if text[:2] == "&#":
           # character reference 

try:
               if text[:3] == "&#x":

return unichr(int(text[3:1], 16))
               else: 

return unichr(int(text[2:1]))
           except ValueError: 

pass
       else: 

# named entity
           try: 

text = unichr(htmlentitydefs.name2codepoint[text[1:1]])
           except KeyError: 

pass
       return text # leave as is 

return re.sub("&#?\w+;", fixup, text)
 

def get_date_object(date_string): 
return iso8601.parse_date(date_string)

def get_date_string(date_object):
   return rfc3339.rfc3339(date_object) 

################################################################################# 

# Sets user's location to a zip code 
def setlocation(zip):
   global _users

   for user in _users:
user.store.zip = zip

_savedata()

# Weather 
#
http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?zip=12180,us&APPID=2d5d020421b0d10dbe30a762c5
932f10&units=imperial
# 
http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/forecast?id=5141502&APPID=2d5d020421b0d10dbe30a762c59
32f10&units=imperial
# http://openweathermap.org/weatherconditions
@timeout() 
def weather():
   zip = 6477

if len(_users) > 0:
       zip = _users[0].store.zip 

zip = "%05d" % zip
   # Example image http://openweathermap.org/img/w/04d.png 

source =
urllib2.urlopen("http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?zip=%s,us&APPID=2d5d020421b0
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d10dbe30a762c5932f10&units=imperial" % zip).read()
   js1 = json.loads(source) 

cityid = js1['id']
 
source =

urllib2.urlopen("http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/forecast?id=%d&APPID=2d5d020421b0d10
dbe30a762c5932f10&units=imperial" % cityid).read()
   js = json.loads(source) 

   today = date.today() 
lastSample = date(2000, 1, 1)

   result = [] 
items = js['list'][:]

   items.insert(0, js1) 
for sample in items:

       curDate = datetime.fromtimestamp(sample['dt']).date() 
if curDate > lastSample:

           lastSample = curDate 
result.append({"icon": convert_icon(sample['weather'][0]['icon'], 'd'), "temp":

sample['main']['temp'], "hi": sample['main']['temp_max'], "lo": sample['main']['temp_min'],
"date": curDate})
       else: 

result[1]['hi'] = max(sample['main']['temp_max'], result[1]['hi'])
           result[1]['lo'] = min(sample['main']['temp_min'], result[1]['lo'])

   for i in range(1, len(result)): 
result[i]['temp'] = (result[i]['lo'] + result[i]['hi']) / 2

 
return result

def convert_icon(owm, mytime=None):
   if mytime != None: 

owm = owm.replace('d', mytime).replace('n', mytime)
   return { 

'01d': 'B',
       '01n': 'C', 

'02d': 'H',
       '02n': 'I', 

'03d': 'N',
       '03n': 'N', 

'04d': 'Y',
       '04n': 'Y', 

'09d': 'Q',
       '09n': 'Q', 

'10d': 'R',
       '10n': 'R', 

'11d': '0',
       '11n': '0', 

'13d': 'W',
       '13n': 'W', 

'50d': 'J',
       '50n': 'K' 

}.get(owm, ")")

# Obtains a fresh client for mpd
# You should call this once in each function that uses it, and then reuse it within the 
function
def _mpdClient(userid):

global _users
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user = _users[userid]
 
if user.mopidyport == 0:

       return None 

   if user.mpdclient != None: 
try:

           user.mpdclient.close()
user.mpdclient.kill()

       except Exception: 
pass

 
try:

       client = mpd.MPDClient(use_unicode = True) 
client.connect("localhost", user.mopidyport)

       user.mpdclient = client 
except Exception:

       return None 

   return user.mpdclient 

# Kill's a user's mopidy instance (if any) and loads a new one with the most up to date info 
def _updateMopidy(userid):
   global _users

global _mopidyPort
 
_mopidyPort += 1
 
user = _users[userid]

   store = user.store 

   if user.mopidy != None: 
user.mopidy.kill()

 
# currentpath = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__))

   currentpath = os.getcwd() 
configpath = os.path.join(currentpath, "mopidy%d.conf" % userid)
 
with open(configpath, "w") as text_file:

       text_file.write("[spotify]\n") 
if store.spotify != None:

           text_file.write("username = %s\n" % store.spotify['username'])
text_file.write("password = %s\n" % store.spotify['password'])

       else: 
text_file.write("enabled = false\n")

       text_file.write("\n") 

       text_file.write("[gmusic]\n")
if store.gmusic != None:

           text_file.write("username = %s\n" % store.gmusic['username']) 
text_file.write("password = %s\n" % store.gmusic['password'])

           text_file.write("all_access = %s\n" % ("true" if store.gmusic['all_access'] else 
"false"))
           text_file.write("radio_stations_as_playlists = false\n") 

text_file.write("radio_stations_count = 1\n")
           text_file.write("radio_tracks_count = 1\n") 

else:
           text_file.write("enabled = false\n") 

text_file.write("\n")
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text_file.write("[mpd]\n")
       text_file.write("enabled = true\n")

text_file.write("hostname = 127.0.0.1\n")
       text_file.write("port = %d\n" % _mopidyPort) 

text_file.write("password =\n")
       text_file.write("max_connections = 20\n") 

text_file.write("connection_timeout = 60\n")
       text_file.write("zeroconf = Mopidy MPD server on\n")

text_file.write("command_blacklist = listall,listallinfo\n")
       text_file.write("default_playlist_scheme = m3u\n") 

text_file.write("\n")
       text_file.write("[http]\n") 

text_file.write("enabled = false\n")
       text_file.close() 

       fh = open("NUL", "w") 
user.mopidy = subprocess.Popen(["mopidy", "q", "config", configpath], stdout =

fh, stderr = fh) 
user.mopidyport = _mopidyPort

 

# Saves user data to a file 
def _savedata():
   global _users

userstores = []
   for user in _users:

userstores.append(user.store.__dict__)
   with open('data.conf', 'w') as outfile:

json.dump(userstores, outfile)

def _loaddata():
   global _users

with open('data.conf', 'r') as myfile:
       data = myfile.read().strip() 

_users = JSONDecoder(object_hook = user_from_json).decode(data)

try: 
import argparse

   flags = argparse.ArgumentParser(parents=[tools.argparser]).parse_args() 
except ImportError:
   flags = None 

# If modifying these scopes, delete your previously saved credentials 
# at ~/.credentials/calendarpythonquickstart.json
SCOPES = 'https://www.googleapis.com/auth/calendar.readonly 
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/tasks.readonly
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/gmail.readonly' 
CLIENT_SECRET_FILE = 'client_secret.json'
APPLICATION_NAME = 'Smart Mirror' 

# Users array 
_users = None

# The port of the last created mopidy instance
_mopidyPort = 6600 

# Whether or not we are currently running on Linux 
_linux = False
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# Handles initial load procedure
def initialize():

global _users, _linux
   _users = [] 

   from sys import platform as _platform 
_linux = _platform.startswith('linux')
 
if _linux:

       subprocess.call(["killall", "mopidy"])      # Always start clean 
time.sleep(3)

 
# Load data from file

   _loaddata() 

   # Create mopidy instances 
for i, val in enumerate(_users):

       _updateMopidy(i) 

   import atexit
atexit.register(stopall)

def test(testname, val, nominal):
   if val == nominal: 

print("%50s[PASS]" % testname)
   else: 

print("%50s[!!FAIL!!]" % testname)

def user_from_json(json_object):
   # Handle gmusic and spotify accounts

if 'type' in json_object:
       return json_object

   from UserObject import _User 
# Handle the main array

   if 'name' in json_object: 
user = _User(json_object['name'], json_object['password'], json_object['myid'])

       user.store.spotify = json_object['spotify']
user.store.gmusic = json_object['gmusic']

       user.store.zip = json_object['zip']
user.store.clock = (json_object['clock'] if 'clock' in json_object else

user.store.clock)
user.store.clock = (json_object['weather'] if 'weather' in json_object else

user.store.clock)
user.store.clock = (json_object['email'] if 'email' in json_object else

user.store.clock)
user.store.clock = (json_object['calendar'] if 'calendar' in json_object else

user.store.clock)
user.store.clock = (json_object['music'] if 'music' in json_object else

user.store.clock)
return user

 
print("SOMETHING WENT WRONG:")

   global pp 
pp.pprint(json_object)

   print() 
return None

## Test Script ##
if __name__ == "__main__":
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initialize()
   print("BACKEND TEST SCRIPT") 

print()
 
# for use during testing to keep credentials out of source control

   import credentials 
 

18.7 MusicFrame

'''
Handles music Display 
@author: Chris Pybus, Daniel Centore
'''
from tkinter import *
import HelperMethods
import sched, time

class MusicFrame(Frame):
 
def __init__(self, title, master=None):

       Frame.__init__(self, width=400, height=250, bg="black")

       self.arrow = PhotoImage(file="./smallarrow.gif") 
self.arrowLabel = Label(self, image='', anchor=W, bg="black")

       self.arrowLabel.place(x=0, y=30, height=30, width=60) 

       self.playlistAndSongs = StringVar()
self.playlistAndSongs.set("Playlists")

       Label(self, textvariable=self.playlistAndSongs, font=("SFNS Display Bold", 16), 
bg="black", foreground="white" ).place(x=30, y=0)

self.labelTexts = []
       for num in range(0,5): 

self.labelTexts.append( StringVar())
           self.labelTexts[num].set("")

Label(self, textvariable=self.labelTexts[num], font=("SFNS Display", 14),
bg="black", foreground="white" ).place(x=30, y=30+(num*25)) 

#Currently Playing
       self.currentlyPlayingTitle = StringVar() 

self.currentlyPlayingTitle.set("Currently Playing")
       Label(self, textvariable=self.currentlyPlayingTitle, font=("SFNS Display Bold", 16), 
bg="black", foreground="white" ).place(x=30, y=180)
       self.currentlyPlaying = StringVar()

self.currentlyPlaying.set("Nothing")
       Label(self, textvariable=self.currentlyPlaying, font=("SFNS Display", 14), 
bg="black", foreground="white" ).place(x=30, y=210)

self.currentPos = 0;

   def updateForUser(self, user):
self.currentPos = 0

       self.playlists = user.getPlaylists() 
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self.playlists.insert(0, u"\u2190 Exit music")
       self.current_list = self.playlists 

self.updateScreen()
       self.keepUpdating = True 

self.currentuser = user
       self.after(1000, self.handle_updates) 

   def handle_updates(self): 
if not self.keepUpdating:

           return 

       self.updatePlaying() 
self.after(1000, self.handle_updates)

   def clearMusic(self): 
self.keepUpdating = False

self.currentPos = 0;
       for widget in self.winfo_children(): 

widget.destroy()
       self.arrow = PhotoImage(file="./smallarrow.gif") 

self.arrowLabel = Label(self, image='', anchor=W, bg="black")
       self.arrowLabel.place(x=0, y=30, height=30, width=60) 

       self.playlistAndSongs = StringVar()
self.playlistAndSongs.set("Playlists")

       Label(self, textvariable=self.playlistAndSongs, font=("SFNS Display Bold", 16), 
bg="black", foreground="white" ).place(x=30, y=0)

self.labelTexts = []
       for num in range(0,5): 

self.labelTexts.append( StringVar())
           self.labelTexts[num].set("")

Label(self, textvariable=self.labelTexts[num], font=("SFNS Display", 14),
bg="black", foreground="white" ).place(x=30, y=30+(num*25)) 

       # Currently Playing 
self.currentlyPlayingTitle = StringVar()

       self.currentlyPlayingTitle.set("Currently Playing") 
Label(self, textvariable=self.currentlyPlayingTitle, font=("SFNS Display Bold", 16),

bg="black", foreground="white" ).place(x=30, y=180)
self.currentlyPlaying = StringVar()

       self.currentlyPlaying.set("Nothing") 
Label(self, textvariable=self.currentlyPlaying, font=("SFNS Display", 14),

bg="black", foreground="white" ).place(x=30, y=210)

   def reload(self): 
self.arrowLabel.config(image=self.arrow)

 
def moveArrowDown(self):

       if(self.currentPos + 1 < len(self.current_list)):
self.currentPos = self.currentPos + 1;

       else: 
self.currentPos = 0;

       self.updateScreen() 

   def moveArrowUp(self):
if self.currentPos > 0:

           self.currentPos = 1 
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else:
           self.currentPos = len(self.current_list)  1;

self.updateScreen()

 
def select(self, user):

       if(self.playlistAndSongs.get() == "Playlists"): 
if self.currentPos == 0:

               self.arrowLabel.config(image='') 
return False

 
self.playlistAndSongs.set("Songs")

           self.currentPlaylist = self.playlists[self.currentPos] 
# print("Selected playlist: %s" % self.currentPlaylist)

           self.songs = user.getSongs(self.currentPlaylist)

           self.songlist = [u"\u2190 Playlists", "== Shuffle =="] 
for song in self.songs:

               self.songlist.append(song['title'])

           self.current_list = self.songlist 
self.currentPos = 0

           self.updateScreen() 
elif(self.playlistAndSongs.get() == "Songs"):

           if self.currentPos == 0: 
self.playlistAndSongs.set("Playlists")

               self.current_list = self.playlists 
self.currentPlaylist = ""

               self.updateScreen() 
return True

           elif self.currentPos == 1: 
user.shuffleplaylist(self.currentPlaylist)

               # self.updatePlaying() 
return True

 
currentTitle = self.songlist[self.currentPos]

           for song in self.songs: 
if(song.get("title") == currentTitle):

                   user.playSong(self.currentPlaylist, song) 
# self.updatePlaying()

       return True 
def updateScreen(self):

       SHOW_ITEMS = 5 

       import math 
startpos = self.currentPos  int(math.floor(SHOW_ITEMS / 2))

       startpos = max(startpos, 0) 
startpos = min(startpos, len(self.current_list)  SHOW_ITEMS)

       startpos = max(startpos, 0) 

       self.arrowLabel.place(y=30+(((self.currentPos  startpos)*25)), x=0) 

       for num in range(0, SHOW_ITEMS):
self.labelTexts[num].set("")

       for num in range(0, min(SHOW_ITEMS, len(self.current_list))): 
self.labelTexts[num].set(self.current_list[startpos + num])

def startPause(self, user):
       user.pause()

   def nextSong(self, user): 
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user.skip()
       # self.updatePlaying() 

   def updatePlaying(self): 
song = self.currentuser.currentsong()

       if len(song) == 0:
return

       # curr = "%s  %s" % (song.get("title"), song.get("artist")) 
curr = song.get("title")

       self.currentlyPlaying.set(curr) 

18.8 SettingsFrame 

'''
Handles settings menus
@author: Chris Pybus
'''
from tkinter import * 
import HelperMethods

class GeneralSettingsFrame(Frame):
 
def __init__(self, title, master=None):

       Frame.__init__(self, width=1080, height=1850, bg="black") 

       self.gear = PhotoImage(file="./gear.gif") 
self.arrow = PhotoImage(file="./arrow.gif")

Label(self, text="General Settings", font=("SFNS Display", 35), bg="black",
foreground="white", anchor=W).place(y=500, x=500, width=500)

Label(self, text="What would you like to do?", font=("SFNS Display", 18),
bg="black", foreground="white", anchor=W).place(y=560, x=500, width=500) 

Label(self, image=self.gear, bg="black", anchor=W, height=100,
width=110).place(y=500, x=370) 

self.arrowLabel = Label(self, image=self.arrow, anchor=W, bg="black", height=30,
width=60) 

self.arrowLabel.place(y=656, x=340)

self.currentPos = 0;
       self.currentScreen = "" 

       self.interactiveFrame = None 

       settings = ["Add User", "Remove User", "Change brightness", "Enter location", 
"Change time/date", "Change temperature metric"]

num = 0
       for setting in settings: 

Label(self, text=setting, font=("SFNS Display", 26), bg="black",
foreground="white", anchor=W).place(y=650+((num*85)), x=400, width=500)

num += 1
 
def moveArrowDown(self):

       if(self.currentPos < 5 and self.currentPos >= 0):
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self.currentPos = self.currentPos + 1;
           self.arrowLabel.place(y=656+((self.currentPos*85)), x=340) 

   def moveArrowUp(self):
if(self.currentPos > 0 and self.currentPos <= 5):

           self.currentPos = self.currentPos  1; 
self.arrowLabel.place(y=656+((self.currentPos*85)), x=340)
 

def select(self):
       if(self.currentScreen == ""):

if(self.currentPos == 0):
               self.currentScreen = "AddUser" 

self.interactiveFrame = AddUserFrame(self)
               self.interactiveFrame.place(x=250, y=1200); 

 
def enter(self):

       if(self.interactiveFrame != None): 
ret = self.interactiveFrame.enter();

           if(ret != None): 
self.interactiveFrame.destroy()

               self.currentScreen = "" 
return ret;

       return None 

   def backspace(self): 
if(self.interactiveFrame != None):

           self.interactiveFrame.backspace(); 

   def keyPress(self, key): 
if(self.interactiveFrame != None):

           self.interactiveFrame.keyPress(key); 

class UserSettingsFrame(Frame): 

   def __init__(self, title, master=None):
Frame.__init__(self, width=1080, height=1850, bg="black")

self.gear = PhotoImage(file="./gear.gif")
       self.arrow = PhotoImage(file="./arrow.gif")

       Label(self, text="General Settings", font=("SFNS Display", 35), bg="black",
foreground="white", anchor=W).place(y=500, x=500, width=500)
       Label(self, text="What would you like to do?", font=("SFNS Display", 18), 
bg="black", foreground="white", anchor=W).place(y=560, x=500, width=500)
       Label(self, image=self.gear, bg="black", anchor=W, height=100, 
width=110).place(y=500, x=370)
       self.arrowLabel = Label(self, image=self.arrow, anchor=W, bg="black", height=30, 
width=60)
       self.arrowLabel.place(y=656, x=340)

       self.currentPos = 0; 

       self.currentScreen = "" 

       settings = ["Change passcode", "Add/Change email account", "Add/Change calendar 
account", "Add/Change music account", ""]

num = 0
       for setting in settings: 
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Label(self, text=setting, font=("SFNS Display", 26), bg="black",
foreground="white", anchor=W).place(y=650+((num*85)), x=400, width=500)

num += 1
 
def moveArrowDown(self):

       if(self.currentPos < 3 and self.currentPos >= 0):
self.currentPos = self.currentPos + 1;

           self.arrowLabel.place(y=656+((self.currentPos*85)), x=340) 

   def moveArrowUp(self):
if(self.currentPos > 0 and self.currentPos <= 3):

           self.currentPos = self.currentPos  1; 
self.arrowLabel.place(y=656+((self.currentPos*85)), x=340)
 

def select(self):
       if(self.currentScreen == ""):

if(self.currentPos == 0):
               self.currentScreen = "ChangePasscode" 

self.interactiveFrame = ChangePasscodeFrame(self)
               self.interactiveFrame.place(x=250, y=1200); 

   def enter(self):
if(self.interactiveFrame != None):

           ret = self.interactiveFrame.enter(); 
if(ret != None):

               self.interactiveFrame.destroy() 
self.currentScreen = ""

               return ret; 
return None

 
def backspace(self):

       if(self.interactiveFrame != None): 
self.interactiveFrame.backspace();

 
def keyPress(self, key):

       if(self.interactiveFrame != None): 
self.interactiveFrame.keyPress(key);
 

class AddUserFrame(Frame):
def __init__(self, title, master=None):

       Frame.__init__(self, width=800, height=300, bg="black")

       self.instruct = StringVar() 
self.instruct.set("Type the username, then press enter: ")

self.hinttext = StringVar()
       self.hinttext.set("") 

       self.textarea = StringVar() 
self.textarea.set("")

       self.textarea_para = "" 

       Label(self, textvariable=self.instruct, font=("SFNS Display Bold", 22), bg="black",
foreground="white", anchor=E).place(x=10, y=10, width=550)
       Label(self, textvariable=self.textarea, font=("SFNS Display", 22), bg="black", 
foreground="white", anchor=W).place(x=575, y=10)
       Label(self, textvariable=self.hinttext, font=("SFNS Display", 15), bg="black", 
foreground="gray", anchor=W).place(x=250, y=50)
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self.numEnters = 0;
       self.username = ""; 

self.password = "";

def enter(self):
       if(self.numEnters == 0): 

self.username = self.textarea.get()
           self.instruct.set("Now enter a 4 digit passcode: ")

self.hinttext.set("where ae represent buttons 15")
           self.textarea.set("");

self.numEnters += 1;
           return None

elif(self.numEnters == 1):
           self.password = self.textarea_para; 

self.instruct.set("Reenter the 4 digit passcode: ")
           self.textarea.set("");

self.numEnters += 1;
           return None

elif(self.numEnters == 2):
           return [self.username, self.password] 

 
def keyPress(self, key):

       if(self.numEnters == 0): 
self.textarea.set(self.textarea.get() + key)

       elif(self.numEnters == 1):
if(len(self.textarea.get()) < 4):

               self.textarea.set(self.textarea.get() + "*")
self.textarea_para = (self.textarea_para + key)

       elif(self.numEnters == 2):
if(len(self.textarea.get()) < 4):

               self.textarea.set(self.textarea.get() + "*")
self.textarea_para = (self.textarea_para + key)

   def backspace(self): 
if(self.numEnters == 0):

           self.textarea.set(self.textarea.get()[:1]) 
elif(self.numEnters >= 1):

           self.textarea.set(self.textarea.get()[:1]) 
self.textarea_para = (self.textarea_para[:1])

class ChangePasscodeFrame(Frame): 
def __init__(self, title, master=None):

       Frame.__init__(self, width=900, height=300, bg="black")

       self.instruct = StringVar() 
self.instruct.set("Type a new passcode, then press enter: ")

self.hinttext = StringVar()
       self.hinttext.set("where ae represent buttons 15")

       self.textarea = StringVar() 
self.textarea.set("")

       self.textarea_para = "" 

       Label(self, textvariable=self.instruct, font=("SFNS Display Bold", 22), bg="black",
foreground="white", anchor=E).place(x=10, y=10, width=600)
       Label(self, textvariable=self.textarea, font=("SFNS Display", 22), bg="black", 
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foreground="white", anchor=W).place(x=620, y=10)
       Label(self, textvariable=self.hinttext, font=("SFNS Display", 15), bg="black", 
foreground="gray", anchor=W).place(x=250, y=50)

self.password = "";

def enter(self):
       if(len(self.textarea_para) == 4): 

self.password = self.textarea_para
           self.password.replace("a", "1").replace("b", "2").replace("c", "3").replace("d", 
"4").replace("e", "5")
           return self.password 

return None
 
def keyPress(self, key):

       if(len(self.textarea.get()) < 4): 
self.textarea.set(self.textarea.get() + "*")

           self.textarea_para = self.textarea_para + key

   def backspace(self): 
self.textarea.set(self.textarea.get()[:1])

       self.textarea_para = (self.textarea_para[:1])

class BlackScreen(Frame): 
def __init__(self, title, master=None):

       Frame.__init__(self, width=1080, height=1920, bg="black") 

18.9 SmartMirror

'''
Handles starting stuff and initializing gui
@author: Chris Pybus, Daniel Centore
'''

from tkinter import * 
import mirrorbackend
import time 
import HelperMethods
from WeatherFrame import *
from ClockFrame import *
from ButtonFrame import * 
from CalendarFrame import *
from SettingsFrames import * 
from EmailFrame import *
from MusicFrame import * 
import functools

root = Tk()
currentScreen = "Home" 
currentWidget = ""
passcodeEntryNum = 0
passcodeEntryStr = ""
selectedUser = 0;

def onKeyPress(event): 
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handleEvent(event.char, event.keycode)

def button1():
global root 
root.after(0, hbut1)

def button2():
global root
root.after(0, hbut2)

def button3():
global root 
root.after(0, hbut3)

def button4():
global root
root.after(0, hbut4)

def button5():
global root 
root.after(0, hbut5)

def button6():
global root
root.after(0, hbut6)

def hbut1(): 
handleEvent('1')

def hbut2(): 
handleEvent('2')

def hbut3(): 
handleEvent('3')

def hbut4(): 
handleEvent('4')

def hbut5(): 
handleEvent('5')

def hbut6(): 
handleEvent('6')

def handleEvent(eid, keycode=0):
# print keycode 
global currentScreen, passcodeEntryNum, passcodeEntryStr, selectedUser,

userPasscodes, currentWidget 

if(currentScreen == "Home" and (eid == "1" or eid == "2" or eid == "3" or eid == "4" 
or eid == "5")):

sU = int(eid)  1
if sU < len(mirrorbackend.getUsers()):

selectedUser = sU
buttons.enterPasscodeScreen();
currentScreen = "Passcode"

elif(currentScreen == "Home" and eid == "6"):
currentScreen = "GenSettings" 
genSettings.place(x=0,y=0);
buttons.enterSettingsScreen(); 

elif(currentScreen == "Passcode"):
if(eid == '1'): 

passcodeEntryStr += "a";
passcodeEntryNum+=1 

elif(eid == '2'):
passcodeEntryStr += "b"; 
passcodeEntryNum+=1

elif(eid == '3'):
passcodeEntryStr += "c";
passcodeEntryNum+=1 
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elif(eid == '4'):
passcodeEntryStr += "d"; 
passcodeEntryNum+=1

elif(eid == '5'):
passcodeEntryStr += "e";
passcodeEntryNum+=1 

if(passcodeEntryNum == 4):

if(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].verifyPasscode(passcodeEntryStr)): 
currentScreen = "User"
updateWidgets() 
buttons.enterUserScreen();

calendar.updateForUser(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].getCalendarEvents())

email.updateForUser(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].getEmails())
music.updateForUser(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser]) 

else:
buttons.enterHomeScreen() 
currentScreen = "Home"

passcodeEntryNum = 0;
passcodeEntryStr = "" 

elif(currentScreen == "User"):
if(currentWidget == ""): 

if(eid == "5"):
currentScreen = "Home" 
buttons.enterHomeScreen()
updateWidgets() 
selectedUser = 0;
email.clearEmails();
calendar.clearCalendar();
music.clearMusic(); 
logout()

elif(eid == "3"):
currentScreen = "User"
currentWidget = "Music"
music.reload()
buttons.enterMusicWidget()

elif(eid == "6"):
currentScreen = "UserSettings" 
userSettings.place(x=0,y=0);
buttons.enterSettingsScreen(); 

elif(currentWidget == "Music"):
if(eid == "1"): 

music.startPause(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser])
elif(eid == "2"):

music.nextSong(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser])
elif(eid == "4"):

music.moveArrowUp()
elif(eid == "3"):

music.moveArrowDown()
elif(eid == "5"):

if music.select(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser]) ==
False:

# If back button has been activated
currentScreen = "User" 
currentWidget = ""
buttons.enterUserScreen();
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elif(currentScreen == "GenSettings"):
if(eid == "1"):

genSettings.moveArrowUp() 
elif(eid == "2"):

genSettings.moveArrowDown() 
elif(eid == "3"):

# genSettings.select() 
pass

elif(eid == "5"):
genSettings.place_forget()
buttons.enterHomeScreen() 
currentScreen = "Home"

elif(eid == "6"):
genSettings.place_forget()
buttons.enterHomeScreen() 
blackscreen.place(x=0,y=0);
currentScreen = "BlackG"; 

elif(keycode == 36): #enter button
ret = genSettings.enter() 
if(ret != None):

mirrorbackend.adduser(ret[0], ret[1])
elif(keycode == 22): #backspace

genSettings.backspace()
else:

genSettings.keyPress(eid) 
elif(currentScreen == "UserSettings"):

if(eid == "1"): 
userSettings.moveArrowUp()

elif(eid == "2"):
userSettings.moveArrowDown()

elif(eid == "3"):
# userSettings.select()
pass 

elif(eid == "5"):
userSettings.place_forget() 
buttons.enterUserScreen();
currentScreen = "User" 

elif(eid == "6"):
userSettings.place_forget() 
buttons.enterUserScreen()
blackscreen.place(x=0,y=0); 
currentScreen = "BlackU";

elif(keycode == 13): #enter button
ret = userSettings.enter()
if(ret != None): 

mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].changePasscode(ret)
elif(keycode == 8): #backspace 

userSettings.backspace()
else: 

userSettings.keyPress(eid)
elif(currentScreen == "BlackU"): 

if(eid == "6"):
blackscreen.place_forget()
currentScreen = "User"

elif(currentScreen == "BlackG"): 
if(eid == "6"):

blackscreen.place_forget()
currentScreen = "Home"
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def logout():
import mirrorbackend
mirrorbackend.stopall()

def updateTime():
global clock 
clock.updateTime();
root.after(500, updateTime) 

def updateWidgets():
if(currentScreen == "User"):

if(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].displayClock()): 
clock.place(x=50,y=50)

else: 
clock.place_forget()

if(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].displayWeather()):
weather.place(x=50,y=210) 

else:
weather.place_forget() 

if(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].displayCalendar()): 
calendar.place(x=20,y=510)

else: 
calendar.place_forget()

if(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].displayEmail()):
email.place(x=10,y=1090) 

else:
email.place_forget()

if(mirrorbackend.getUsers()[selectedUser].displayMusic()): 
music.place(x=40,y=1610)

else: 
music.place_forget()

elif(currentScreen == "Home"):
clock.place(x=50,y=50) 
weather.place(x=50,y=230)
calendar.place_forget()
email.place_forget()
music.place_forget()

def initRoot(): 
root.attributes('fullscreen', True)
#root.config(cursor = "none") 
root.configure(background = 'black')
root.bind('<KeyPress>', onKeyPress) 

if __name__ == "__main__":

import mirrorbackend
mirrorbackend.initialize()

# GPIO
try: 

from gpiozero import Button

buttonA = Button(21)
buttonA.when_pressed = button1 
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buttonB = Button(16)
buttonB.when_pressed = button2

buttonC = Button(12)
buttonC.when_pressed = button3 

buttonD = Button(25)
buttonD.when_pressed = button4

buttonE = Button(23)
buttonE.when_pressed = button5 

buttonF = Button(18)
buttonF.when_pressed = button6

except:
   print("This is not running on a Raspberry Pi") 

initRoot(); 

global clock; 
clock = ClockFrame(root, "Clock")
clock.place(x=50,y=50) 

global weather; 
weather = WeatherFrame(root, "Weather")
weather.place(x=50,y=210) 

global buttons; 
buttons = ButtonFrame(root, "Buttons")
buttons.place(x=0, y=1720); 

global calendar; 
calendar = CalendarFrame(root, "Calendar")
calendar.place(x=1080, y=1920); 

global email; 
email = EmailFrame(root, "Email")
email.place(x=1080, y=1920); 

global music; 
music = MusicFrame(root, "Music")
music.place(x=1080, y=1920); 

global genSettings; 
genSettings = GeneralSettingsFrame(root, "General Settings")
genSettings.place(x=1080, y=1920);

global userSettings;
userSettings = UserSettingsFrame(root, "User Settings")
userSettings.place(x=1080, y=1920); 

global blackscreen; 
blackscreen = BlackScreen(root, "Black Screen")
blackscreen.place(x=1080, y=1920);

root.after(500, updateTime) 
root.mainloop() #Starts the Tkinter and onKeyPress event
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18.10 UserObject

import warnings 

'''
Persistent data
@author: Daniel Centore
'''
class _UserSave: 

def __init__(self, name, password, myid):
       self.name = name 

self.password = password
       self.myid = myid 

self.zip = 06477
       self.spotify = None # {username = "fred", password = "flnstone"} 

self.gmusic = None # {username = "fred", password = "flnstone", all_access = True}
       self.clock = True 

self.weather = True
       self.email = True 

self.calendar = True
       self.music = True 

'''
Main user data contained for the backend
@author: Daniel Centore
'''
class _User: 

def __init__(self, name, password, myid):
       self.store = _UserSave(name, password, myid) 

self.mopidy = None
       self.mopidyport = 0 

self.mpdclient = None

def makeUser(name, password, id):
   return _User(name, password, id) 

'''
Shim for data access by the frontend
@author: Daniel Centore
'''
class UserObject(object): 

   def __init__(self, user, id): 
self.user = user

       self.id = id

   def username(): 
def fget(self):

           return self.user.store.name 
def fset(self, value):

           self.user.store.name = value
import mirrorbackend

           mirrorbackend._savedata()
return locals()

   username = property(**username())

   def passcode(): 
def fget(self):
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return self.user.store.password
       def fset(self, value): 

self.user.store.password = value
           import mirrorbackend 

mirrorbackend._savedata()
       return locals()

passcode = property(**passcode())
 
def clock():

       def fget(self):
return self.user.store.clock

       def fset(self, value): 
self.user.store.clock = value

           import mirrorbackend 
mirrorbackend._savedata()

       return locals()
clock = property(**clock())

def weather():
       def fget(self):

return self.user.store.weather
       def fset(self, value): 

self.user.store.weather = value
           import mirrorbackend 

mirrorbackend._savedata()
       return locals()

weather = property(**weather())

def email():
       def fget(self):

return self.user.store.email
       def fset(self, value): 

self.user.store.email = value
           import mirrorbackend 

mirrorbackend._savedata()
       return locals()

email = property(**email())

def calendar():
       def fget(self):

return self.user.store.calendar
       def fset(self, value): 

self.user.store.calendar = value
           import mirrorbackend 

mirrorbackend._savedata()
       return locals()

calendar = property(**calendar())

def music():
       def fget(self):

return self.user.store.music
       def fset(self, value): 

self.user.store.music = value
           import mirrorbackend 

mirrorbackend._savedata()
       return locals()

music = property(**music())
 
def getName(self):

       return self.username 
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   def changePasscode(self, passcode): 
self.passcode = passcode;

 
#Name, Start Time, End Time

   #Integer start and end times only, military time 
def getCalendarEvents(self):

       import mirrorbackend 
res = mirrorbackend.getcalendar(self.id)

       return res 
#return [("IED Class", 9,12),("Multivariable", 12,13),("Colorguard Practice",

19,21)] 

   def getEmails(self): 
import mirrorbackend

       source = mirrorbackend.getemail(self.id)[:5] 
res = []

       for s in source: 
res.append((s['sender'], s['subject'], s['snippet']))

       return res 

 
def verifyPasscode(self, passcode):

       if(passcode == self.passcode): 
return True;

       else: 
return False;

def displayClock(self):
       return self.clock 

   def displayWeather(self): 
return self.weather

 
def displayEmail(self):

       return self.email 

   def displayCalendar(self): 
return self.calendar

 
def displayMusic(self):

       return self.music 

   def getPlaylists(self): 
import mirrorbackend

       return mirrorbackend.listplaylists(self.id)

   def getSongs(self, playlist): 
import mirrorbackend

       return mirrorbackend.listsongs(self.id, playlist)

   #Will return the entire song object noted above
def playSong(self, playlist, songObject):

       import mirrorbackend 
mirrorbackend.playsong(self.id, playlist, songObject['file'])

 
def pause(self):

       import mirrorbackend 
mirrorbackend.pause(self.id)
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def skip(self):
       import mirrorbackend 

mirrorbackend.next(self.id)
 
def shuffleplaylist(self, playlist):

       import mirrorbackend 
mirrorbackend.shuffleplaylist(self.id, playlist)

 
def currentsong(self):

       import mirrorbackend 
return mirrorbackend.currentsong(self.id)

def logout(self):
       import mirrorbackend 

mirrorbackend.stop(self.id)

18.11 WeatherFrame

'''
Handles weather display
@author: Chris Pybus, Daniel Centore 
'''
from tkinter import * 
import HelperMethods
from mirrorbackend import weather 

class WeatherFrame(Frame):

   main_icon = None
main_temp = None

   main_highlow = None

   day_labels = [];
day_icons = [];

   day_temps = []; 

   def __init__(self, title, master=None):
Frame.__init__(self, width=400, height=300, bg="black")

       global main_icon, main_temp, main_highlow, day_labels, day_icons, day_temps

       main_icon = StringVar() 
main_temp = StringVar()

       main_highlow = StringVar()

       weatherDays = weather() 

       day_labels = []; 
day_icons = [];

       day_temps = [];
day_hilows = [];

main_temp_label = Label(self, textvariable=main_temp, font=("Meteocons", 60),
bg="black", foreground="white") 

# main_temp.set("R")
       main_temp.set(weatherDays[0]['icon']) 
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main_temp_label.place(x=0,y=0)

main_icon_label = Label(self, textvariable=main_icon, font=("SFNS Display", 36),
bg="black", foreground="white") 

# main_icon.set(u"71\xb0")
       main_icon.set(u"%d\xb0" % weatherDays[0]['temp'])

main_icon_label.place(x=130,y=5)

main_highlow_label = Label(self, textvariable=main_highlow, font=("SFNS Display",
18), bg="black", foreground="white") 

main_highlow.set(u"( %d\xb0 | %d\xb0 )" % (weatherDays[0]['hi'],
weatherDays[0]['lo'])) 

main_highlow_label.place(x=100,y=50)

currentday = HelperMethods.getCurrentDay_ShortName()

for num in range(0, len(weatherDays)  1):
           day_labels.append(self.getNextDay(currentday)) 

currentday = day_labels[num]
           day_labels[num] = Label(self, text=currentday, font=("SFNS Display", 14), 
bg="black", foreground="white", anchor=E)
           day_labels[num].place(y=(100 + (num*30)), x=15, width=50) 

           day_icons.append(Label(self, text=weatherDays[num+1]['icon'], font=("Meteocons", 
14), bg="black", foreground="white") )
           day_icons[num].place(y=(102 + (num*30)), x = 70)

           day_temps.append(Label(self, text=u"%d\xb0"%weatherDays[num+1]['temp'],
font=("SFNS Display", 14), bg="black", foreground="white"))
           day_temps[num].place(y=(100 + (num*30)), x = 100) 

           day_hilows.append(Label(self, text=u"( %d\xb0 | %d\xb0 )" %
(weatherDays[num+1]['hi'], weatherDays[num+1]['lo']), font=("SFNS Display", 12), bg="black",
foreground="white"))

day_hilows[num].place(y=(102 + (num*30)), x = 140)

def getNextDay(self, day):
       if(day == "Mon"): 

return "Tue"
       elif(day == "Tue"): 

return "Wed"
       elif(day == "Wed"): 

return "Thu"
       elif(day == "Thu"): 

return "Fri"
       elif(day == "Fri"): 

return "Sat"
       elif(day == "Sat"): 

return "Sun"
       elif(day == "Sun"): 

return "Mon"
       else: 

return day
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